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PREFACE 

This volume is intended as the proceedings of Sapporo Symposium on Partial 

Differential Equations. held on July 23 through July 25 in 2003 at Faculty of Science, 
Hokkaido Uni ve rsit.y. 

Sapporo Symposium OJ! POE has been helll annually to present the latest de"el
opments 0 11 POE with a broard sped fum of interests not limi ted to the melhods 

of a particula r school. Professor Taim Shirota started the symposium more than 
25 years ago. Professor Koj i h:ubota and PrOft'SSOf Rcntaro Agemi made a large 

contribution to its organizat ion for llIany years. 

\Vc always thank their significant. cO llI ribution to the progress of the Sapporo 
Symposium on POE. 

T. Ozawa. Y. Giga , S. Jimbo, l\: . TSlltaya. Y. Toncgawa, G. Kakamura 
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Interior regularity of L3,oo-solutions to the 
Navier-Stokes equations 

G. Seregin 

In t. his talk, we are going to discuss the following result. 

Theorem 0.1 (L. Escallriaza. C. Seregin. V. Sver6k) Consider two fun c
tion.s 'U on(l 1) defined in the space-time cylindef' Q = B x 1 - 1, 0[. where 
B (I') C 1R.3 stands Jm' the ball of radius r 1uit.h the cente,' at the origin and 
B = 8(1). Assume that v and p have the following differentiability prol"'r-
ties: 

" E L,.oo(Q) n L,( -1 , 0: Wl(8)). 

and salisjy the Navier-SI.okes equations 

a/v +div 'V® v - ~ v = - Vp, 

in Q in the .~erLSe of di,trilmtiQns. 
Lei .. in addition. 

Iivlh,oo,Q < +00. 

P E L.(Q). , 

div v = 0 

Then the function v is Holder continuo1ts in the closure 0/ the set 

Q( I /2) = B(I/ 2)x]- (1/2)', 01· 

Remarks 0.2 

l. T he L3 ,oo-casc is t he limit case of the so-called Ladyzhenskaya-Prodi
Scrri ll condition (u E L,A.·.) with ~+f::S 1) which provides uniqueness and 
smoothness of solutions to the corresponding init ial-boundary value prob
lems. A local version of such kind of results was proved by Serrin for ! +f < 1 
and Struwe for ~ + t = 1. 
2. The theorem stated above improves Struwe result prov{.'() Hilder the con
dit ion t hat Ll.oo-tlonn is suffic iently small. 
3. The theorem implies that, under "reasonable- conditions, L3 ,oo-solutions 
to the Cauchy problem for the Navier-Stokes system are smooth. 
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4. ~loreover. if. under "rea..<;onable·· conditions. L3,oo-solutions to the initial
boundary va.lnc problems for t hc ~avier-Stokes C(l liations devdop singulari
ties, then the corresponding singula.r points must be on the boundary. 

The main interes t of the above result comes from the fact that they seem 
out to be of reach of ust.andard methods't. Dy those methods. we mean 
various conditions on (local) "smallness" of various norms of lJ which arc 
invariant with respect to the natural scaling 

'U(x, t) -+ Au(Ax, A't), p(x, t ) -+ A'p(Ax, A't) 

of t he equations. 
\Ve note that finiteness of a norm 11/11 ... 1 with s, I < 00 implies "local 

smallness" of I in this norm . T his is not the case for L3.oo-11orm (which is 
still invariant under the scaling). This possible "concentration effectn was 
the main obstacle to proving regularity. To rule out concentration. we use a 
lI ew method based on the red uction of the regu larity problem to a backward 
llllicjuencss problem, which is then solved by finding suitable CarleuHll1-type 
inequali t ies. The backward uniqueness rcsult, is new and seems to be of 
illdcpcndcllt interest . It can be formulated a..o; follows. 

Propositiou 0.3 Assume that we are given afimction u : (IR" \ B)x]O.l[--+ 
lit lvhich meet,s the conditions: 

u E 1I't'(( B(R) \ B)xJO. l [). 'In > 1, 

lu(x, IJI :<; e"'·". V(x. t ) E (IR" \ B) xJO , 11. 

la, 1l - j.III:<; .1[(1ul + Iv "I) in (IR" \ B)xJO.1[. 

u(', I )= O In IR"\ B. 

Then. 
lI=O In (1R"\ B)xJO.1[. 

In tUfIl l t he proof of this proposition is based on two Carleman-type 
inequalities. T he first of them is of the form 

W: ( .) J " -" (1)"-" TI"I' + Ivul' dxdt. 
ROO xIO.2[ 

:<; Co I "-'''(t)e-~Ia,u + ':'111' dxdt. 
F n '< jO.'l[ 
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II is valid for any function 11 E C~(IR" X 10.2[: !R) and for any positive number 
iI. (-If're. ro is an absolute positive constant and 11 (/ ) = telj-!. 

The second inequalities is in a sense anisotropic: 

J (l elQ(7,t ) (a~ + IV~lf ) dxdt 
(P.. H .)xjO,I[ 

5 c. f /'.'6(1"'18,/1 + 6/11' dJ:d/. 
(R,++c .. )xjO, l[ 

Here 
,p = ,p11 1 + ifP) . 

(1)( 1. '1' (2») . '. , ) where</> x ,t)=- 81 and 4> (T,t =n(l-/)=t:;- . .c = (X\,X2,. ·· ,x .. _1 so 
that x = (T', Xn ), and P" = (0, 0 ..... 0, 1), c,. = co-(Il') is a positive constant 
and Il' E} 1/2.1[ is fixed. This Carleman-t.ype inequality holds for any function 
/I E C8"((IR. + e.,) xjO, 1[: IR) and for any nUlUber a> 110(0 ). 

Our metlJOds can be probably easily adopted to other parabolic problems 
with cri t ical l1on-lillcarities. In fact . one could speculate that, the general 
idea of the approach might be applicable to an even larger class of inter
esting equations with critical Ilon-linearitics, such as nOli-linear Schrodinger 
equations or non-linear wave equations. However. the local regularity issues 
arising in these cases would be slightly ha rder than in the parabolic case. 

-3-



H eat Convection Problem s and 
Computer Assisted Proofs 

Takaaki NISHIDA 

Kyoto Univcrsit}, 

We consider the Rayleigh-Benard problem for the heal convection using the BOllssincsq 

equations for the velocil.y, pressure and temperature in the dimensionless form : 

~(~~+'7.'Y'7) + 'Yp ~ 6u - p(T)'Y: , 'Y·il ~ O. fJT +il. 'VT = 6T ar 
in the horizontal domain { x E a t y E R , 0 < z < 1 }, where peT) = G - 1(. T is assumed 

for the dens ity of the Huid , 'P is ~he Prandtl number and n is the Rayleigh number. 

When t he temperature T = I is given on t he lower boundary and T = 0 on t he upper 

boundary, the equilibrium slate is the purely heal. conduction solution , which exists for 

a U parameter values P > O. n > 0 : 

We fi rst assume the stress free boundary condition for the velocity on the both bOWld

arit"S ( 2 = 0, 1 ), and the Dirichlet l.x)lmdary condi tion for the Wmperature. 

We will consider the bifurcation problems rrom Litis equilibrium state tmder the as

sumption that all perturbations are periodic in the horizontal direction, especially with 

tht~ periodicity 0 ~ :r: ~ 2/ a, 0 ~ y S 2/b . The system for the perturbation to the 

equilibriuUl state is given by 

Aho we assume usual eVf'n- or odd-ness ror the unknown functions to avoid the multiplicity 

or !he eigenvalue. Then fo r example the temperature has the reprcsemation : 

8(t.x.y,z) = L 8/",n(t) COSalii:r: cosbmr.y sillrlToz . 
l.m.1L 

T he other unknowns have similar expressions. 
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The linearized system is selfadjoint and hss real cigenvnlucs. Therefore when the 

biggest eigenval ue becomes ). = 0 at a critical Rayleigh llumber for fi xed a nud b and 

it is "simple" I the usual stationary bifurcat ion theory can be applied and the stationary 

bifurcation occurs at the critical Rayleigh number. 

However if we choose a = 1/2../2 and the sspect ratio = b/a = 13 , which is one of 

tbe most interesting case, tbe critical Rayleigh number 'Rc = 6.75 X 11"4 and the biggest 

eigenvalue). = 0 hss a two-dimensional eigenspace. One eigenfunction corresponds to 

the roll Lype solu tion, the other eigenfUllctioll does to the rectangle type solution , and a 

linear combi nation of them docs to the hexagonal type solution . T hus we can not apply 

the usual bifurcation theory. Howevcr if we restrict the function space for solut ions to the 

subspace such t hat it corresponds to any one type of those eigenfunctions, we can apply 

the local bifurcation t heory for t.he simple cigetl\'3iue in the corresponding subspace and 

can obtain each type of solution respectively in a neighbourhood of the same bifurcation 

point. 

Here we will obtain roll type solutions. rectangular cell and hexagonal cell solutions on 

the extended bifurcation curves numerically to have a better global bifurcation diagram 

for the full systcm. Then we consider the stability of them in t he original function space 

ss t he time evolution problem, and propose an approach to prove t he existence of those 

solutions and secondary bifurcation points as a computer assisted proof. 

Then ... ,'e consider simi lar problems with another boundary condition tha t the upper 

surface is stress free and t he bottom surface is non-slip for the velocity. 

T. Ikeda, H. Yoshihara and T. Nishida 

" Pattern formation of heaL convection problems", 

Proc. Internat. Symp. Math . Modeling and Numer. Simul. ill Cont. Mech., Lecture 

Notes in Compul. Sci . Engin ., Springer Verlag, ed . by T . Miyoshi , 2001 , I)p.209--2 18 

Y. Watanabe, N. Yamamoto, M. T. Nakao and T . Nishida 

" A numerical veriJication of bifurcated solutions for the beat cOllvect ion problems" , 

to appear in Joumal of Mathematical f luid Mechanics, 2003 
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MODIFrED WAVE OPERATORS FOR 
MAXWELL-SCHRODlNGER EQUATIONS 

AKIIIJRO SlllMOMUllA 

DeparLmcnL of Mathematics, 
Gakushuin UniversiLy 

1-5- 1 ~Iejiro, Toshiltl8, Tokyo 171 -8588, J apan 

I. i N1'HQt>UCTION 

We study the scattering theory for the Maxv.-eIl-SchrOdinger equations in th ree 
space dimens ions ((7D. We consider Lhose equations under two gauge conditions, 
that is, the Coulomb gauge and the Lorentz one. III Lhis tatk, we conSLruct. mod
ified wave operators to the Maxwell-Schrodinger equations with above two gauge 
conditions for small scattered states without any resLriet ions on t he support. o f t.he 
Fourie r Lransform of them. 

The Maxwell-SchrOdinger equation in the Coulomb gauge is as follows: 

where 

{

iaru = - ~ (V - i A )2u + g(ltJ I2)tJ , 

DA = 1'(lm(" (\7 - iA ) ,,)) , 
\7 · A = 0, 

9(lul') " 4~ C~I . lui') u = HW'lul' , 

0== d,l - A, 

P = I - VA- IV·. 

(MS-C) 

He re It and A are COIll I>iex and R3_ \'llhu.>d unknown fUllctions of (t,x) E R x a3, 
respect.ively. The last. equat.ion in the syst.em (MS-C) is called lhe Cou lomb gauge 
condiLioll . 

The Maxwell-SchrOdillger e<luation in the Lorentz gauge is as follows: 

I 
iO,u =- - '2(V - iA)2u +4m, 

D¢ = 1"1', (MS-L) 
D A = Im(u(V - ;.4 )u) , 

81t;+ V · A = O. 

lIe re Il , dJ alld A arc com plex, f('at Alid JR3_ vahu'(l unknowlI functions of (t.x) E 
a x R3

, rcspectivdy. The last l,.'<luat ion ill t.he systl'ln (MS-L) is called the Lorell tz 
ga uge conditiou. 

M'cordiug t.o lillCl.lr scattering thoory, it sef'ms t,t!llL t he (.'(luaLiolls ( ~IS-C) find 
(~ IS- L) in t hree space dim(>lIsioliS belongs to the borderline between the short range 
"a.'iC and t he long mnge onc, bC'CauS(' thp solution of til{' three dimensioual free ..... a.ve 
C<luaLioli dcc:ay.!> likp C l ill L'" as I ~ 00. (The two dimensional Klein-Gordon
Schrooingcf C<luat ion and the three dimensional Wave .. SdlrOdiugcr ('(llinLion also 
belong to t he sump case). Thc-rc arc S01il(' fL'S ults of the loug range SC<IHcriug for 
t,ht' ('olipled systems of the Schro<iingN t'Cj uutiOllS and the St.'Cond order hyperholic 
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, 

ones, that is, t he Klcin-Gordon-Sch rodingcr {'(IHIlI,ion in two space dilllCIlSiolls ill 
1·1, 6], to the Wave-Sch rOdinger equation in three spm:c dimensions in [1, 3, 5] 
and to the ~Iaxwcll-Scbrodinger equal iOIl under the Coulomb gauge COndition in 
three space dimensions in [2, 91. In \1, -I. , 9]. t.he rest.riction Oil the suppOrt of 
the Fourier tralls£Oflll of lhc scattered stal.e 0 of the Schrooillger part is assumed, 
a nd in 121. the nUlishillg scattered states for the Maxwell part are considered . 
(Note that in Gillibrc and Vela [I , 2J. no s ize fC!ilriclion all for data is assumed ). 
Recently, the ex istence of wave operators for the two dimensional Klein-Gordon
SchrOdingcr c<!uatioll and the three dimensional Wavc-Schrooingcr (.'qUlu,ioll with 
lhc Yuk.1.wa type interaction have b(''en proved in [6] and [:>J, respectively, for slllail 
S(:attcrcd states without any restrictions on t he support of the Fourier transform 
of t.hem. Furllwrmore combining idea of ]11 ..... ith that of I:>]. Cinibre and Velo [31 
luwe proV(.'() the cxist.ence of modified Wlwe Operators for the three dimrns ional 
\Vave-Schrodinger equatioll with restrictions 011 neither size of the scattered states 
nor the support of the Fou rier t ransform of t hem. 

In t his talk, we construct. modified wave operators to the equations (MS-C) and 
(r..·IS--L) in three space dimensions for small scattered states with no restriction 011 

the support of t he Fourier t ransform of them. This talk is mainly h<1SCd 0 11 17J. 

Notations. For s, lit E R. we introduce the weighted Sobolev spaces fl · · ... corre
spo nding to the Lebesgue s pace L'2 : 

fI "'" " (,, E S', 11" 11 ,,.·. "liP + Ixl')""'{l - 6)"',' 11.' < 00). 

We also delloto 1-1'.0 by H &. For I :$; p :$; 00 alld a positive integer k, we define the 
Sobole\· spat'C IV:· corresponding to the Lebesgue space LP by 

Note thAt for 11 positive integer k, H I: = IV~ and the norms 11 . II II~ (Iud 11 · lI w. . , 
arc C<luivlllent. For.~ > 0, we define the homogeneous Sobolev spaces {[5 by the 
completion of S with respect. to t.he norlll IIwll 'io ;:;: IH - 6 )&/2w Il L2 • 

We set ror I E R. 

2. ~l"'N n EnSl'L'1'S 

We state our result for the case of t he Coulomb gauge. 
Let (u~, A~, .4;) he given !ltCat.tf' re<i states, where /.I~ is complex valued , tlnd A~ 

and A~ arc JR.:!. vlllu(.'(l. Hereafte r we assump. that A~ and A~ satisfy the diwrgenc:e 
fr('j' coudition, that is, 

0. 

Our r{'!illlt for til,. Coulomb gauge cast' is as fo llows. 

Theorem 2 .1. Let IF E U 6,7 AC E us.a A,c E HI .a and + . + ' ... 

(2. I) 
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be sufficie"tly sm.all. Assumc Owt A~ and A~ sati~fy the condition (2). Then there 
crist.'; a unique solution (u, A) of the et/ualion (~'lS-C) satisfying , U En C' ([O,oo); H3

- " ), 

'=0 , 
A E C ([O, 00) ; ii' n il 3 ), a,A E n C'([O, 00) ; H'-' ), 

>=0 

;~d (10; t )' {t lliii,,(t) - aMi (t ) II " . ' ; + (t 11" (' ) - uf,(')II:t! d.)"'} 1 < 00, 

~~d(l:~:)2 ( II A(t) - A~ (t) - Ar(t )lI li 1nl(2 

, 
+ ~ lI atA(t ) - atA~ (t ) - atA?( t) II ,, ' , ) 

/ ( c: c + (Iog t)' II A(t) - Ao (t ) - A, (t)II 'i ' 

3 

+ ~ Iliii A(/) - at A~ (I ) - iii A?(t) II HH ) 1 < 00. 

/lere 

A&'(l , .I: ) = «cos wt)A~)( ;r. ) + « w- I sin wt)AZ)(z ), 

Ai' is the solut.ion of the following lineor eqtlOtion: 

f); A f - LlAY = t~ P [7 1 1i.~ (T)n z(t ):l , 

II Af( t )II II'nli' + 118, A7 (1·)II ". -; 0, 

as t -+ +00, where z E C"" (iR/ i R) sitch that z(t) = 0 for It I $ 1/ 2, z (t ) = 1 for 
It I ;::: 1, (l7ld we define 

.1 ~ • C' 
ug(t,x ) =(U(t )e-"" e-'S ( t ,-' Vl !l~)(x) 

where 

_ _ 1_ '0 (~) ¥.-i s(."(t ,f) 
-(it.)J/2 U'" t e , 

SC (t , x) == (g(J ii~12 ))(x) log t - z · / ' ArCs, sx) d.9 , 

fort ?: 1 and .l:E R3 . 
II similar res ult holds for ncgalitJc time. 

Let 

where 6 is defillcd by (2.1 ) . 
T he following coro llary is 'Ul immedinte consequence or T heorem 2.1. 

Corollary 2.1. FOT the equation (Ms..C), the rrwdijied walle ol'emtor W f : ( n~, A~ , A¥") t-t 
( n{O ), A (O).8t A (O) ) i.9 well-defined Qn V C, whe1'C (U,lt ) is the solution to the equa-
tWII (Ms..C) oblamed in Theorem 2. J. Similal'ly the modified wave opemtor w9 
fm' ncg(tlilJe time is (tiso we/{-(iejined on VC. 
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Next. we SLate our result for the case of t,.he Lorent. ... gauge. 
Let (u~, ¢~. ~~. A~. A~) be given scattered SLates, where u~ is complex valued, 

ciI~ a nd ~.t. arc rcal valued. and A; a nd A.t. are Rl. valued. Hereafter we assume 

that. ¢.t., ¢~. A~ and A~ satisfy the condition 

{¢~ + V . At = 0, 

a¢t +v·At = 0. 

Our result for the Lorentz gauge case is as fo llows. 

Theorem 2 2 Let 'ilL E H6,7 ~f. E H~·2 ll. E H 4,2 AI. E H 5.3 AI- E J/4 ,3 . . + ' 'f'+ ' 'f'+ ,+ ,+ ' 
w- I A~ E UO.2, w- I At E HO.2 and 

7/ =II ILtlillu + lI<ptll ll ~.2 + lI¢tll ll~ .l + II A tllll~.J + 11 .4; 11 11 4 •3 
+ IIw- ' Atll uo.l + IIw- 1 At Il HO. ~ 

(2.2) 

be sufficiently small. Assume that ¢;. ~!;. , A!;. and A!;. satisfy the condition (2). 
Then lhcn~ exisls /J unique solution (It, ll', A) 0/ the equation (MS-L) soti.~fyin9 

, 
u E n C"' (lO,oo); H3

-
2
"), 

>=0 , 
~ E CUO, oo);i/' n Jf'), 8,~ E n C'UO, 00); 11'-'), 

>-0 , 
A E C(IO, 00); Ii' n H' ), B,A E n C'UO, ); 11' - ') , 

~~d( lo~t)' {tu 11&1,,(/.) - &!"b(t) II IIH' + (f lIu(,) - ub(.) II::-) d. f'} 1 < 00, 

~~~ [( 1~:)2 ( 1I .p( t) - ¢t( t) - dlf(t) II 'i lnJil 

+ t 1I&!¢(t) - iT,'¢k(t) - iT,'~i'( t )IIII' , ) 
,- , 

+ (Io;t)' ( 1I ~(t) - ~k(t) - ~rl t) II /) , 

+ t IlBio(t) - Biok(t) - &I~r (t)IIII' -') 1 < 00. 
,~, 

[ ,'I' ( ,up (I ' )' IIA(t) - A,t(t) - Ar (t)II " 'n'" 
f ?:2 og t , 

+ L II&! A(t ) - iT,' Ak(t) - BiArl t )II I1' , ) ,-, 
+ (Io;t)' (IIA(t) - Ak(t) - Ai (t)II" , 

+ t IIIf, A(t) - &!A~ (t) - &! Ai (t) II IIH ) 1 < 00. ,-, 
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/lere 

tbk(t,x) 0:: «coswt)¢~)(x) + {(w- I si nwt)¢!;)(x), 

Ak(t, x):= «ooswt )A;)(x) + «w- I sinwt.)At )(x), 

~r anti A{> orc the solutions of the fol/o wing final value problems of the lincur 
equations: 

and 

fJ'L L 1XI>' (X) I' (' tAl - L\AI = t3 t u';' t z t ) , 

II Af(t)II'ilnil ' + lIat A{·(t)Jl H~ -t 0, t -t +00, 
)"Cspeciiuely. UlIlere z E COO(lReilR) such that z(t) = 0 for It I s. 1/ 2, z(t ) = I for 
Itl ~ 1. and we define 

where 

·It.t(t, x) =:(U( t )e-!!.# e-·sl'( l.-;V )'ut)(x) 

__ I_ >L (=) !l¢.-.S'·(' ,f) 
-(it )3(211+ t. e , 

sl.(t,x) =: hi (tf>r(s, sx) - x' Ar(s,,~x)) ds, 

fort ~ I (I1l/l x E R3. 
A similar ll:sult holds for negative lime. 

Let 
Vi. = {(ul. mI. fbI, AI.. AI». - +, +, +, +, +, 

I. I " I. '1. 1111+ lI nG.: + 1I<t>.;.lI uM + 11tf>.;.lI u ... 2 + II A +I!If~" + II A+II II · ., 

+ IIw- ' A !;.lI lIo .~ + IIw-1 A;IJ II O.2 $" 'I, 
1>; + V · A!; = 0, L\4>!; + v· At = o}, 

where '1 is defi ned by (2.2). 
The following corollary is an immediate conse<luenoo or Theorem 2.2. 

Corolla ry 2.2. FaT the C(luation (MS-L), the modified wave opera for 
I. L I.. · I I.·L . ' HI + : (11 +. ¢+, <1>.;., A+, A+) H ('11 (0). ¢(O), 8t1/>(O), A(O), 8, A(O» 13 well-defined o ,~ 

VI., where (tI.;j>, .A) is the solution to the equatioJl (MS-C) obtained i1l Theorem 2.2. 
Similarly the mo(lijicd WallC opemtQT \v!- for Mgativc time is also well· defined on 
Vi,. 

3. IDE.\ OF PROOF 

Our main idea of proof is as follows. We begill wit.h t he equation (MS-C), that is, 
t.he Coulomb gauge case. First ,ve determine an asymptotic profile fo r the Maxwell 
pa ri. Af + Af. where Af is t he free wave solution and Af is It suitable SI..'Cond 
corn.>ctiol1 term of t he asymptotic- profile. Se<:ondly, we determine the asymptotic 
profile u~ for the Schrodinger compOllcnL, Since the time decay esti mate of Af 
is not su fficil'lll. to prove the existence of ordinary wave operators, that is, t he 
long range cffe<:t (Af· (x l t.) - g{lu~ I~»l'~ appears, we introduce the modifif,.'C! froe 
dynamics It~ of t.he Dollard type fo r the SchrOdinger equation s llch that (Wt + 
~A)11 ~' + (Af · (xl t ) - 9( l u; I:i))u~ decays faster t han (AT' · (xlt) - gOu~12»)u~ by 
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u!>ing the method of phase cor rection. On the other hand, another effect Af(x/t)u~ 
nppears. In general , this decays slowly as t --to 00 ilnd brings difficulty. Furthermore, 
s ince all the derivative; wi th respect to x of thl' function (x/t)· A~ decay as fast as 
itself, we call 110 t apply the method of phase correction to (x/t)· A~1t::. Fortunately 
in t he Coulomb gauge case A~ . (x/ t )1J.; decays faswr than ill general case, since 
OAf = 0 and \1 . Ii&' = 0 imply O(:t· Af) = 0, that is, X· Af is also a solution for 
the free wave equation under the Coulomb gauge condit ion. 

We ncxt explain idea of the proof for the l.'(Juation (MS-L). t hat is. t he Lorentz 
gallge case. As in the case of t he Coulomb gauge, we first determine an asymptotic 
profile Cor the .Maxwel l part (¢k + .pr, Ak + A f), where (¢k. At ) a re t he free wave 
solution and (¢r, Af' ) is a suitable second correction term of the asymptotic profile. 
We construct. a modified free profi le 11{; of the Dollard type by the method of phase 
correction in order to overcome d ifficu lty from the long range effect I.I;(A{'· (x/t)
<pr), which appears later, as in the case of Coulomb gauge. (u; is a principal term 
of the asymptot ic profile for the SchrOd inger component) . Finally, we note t hat 
since all the derivatives wiLh respect to x or the runction \1 . AIr decay as fast. as 
itself, we can not apply the method or phose correction to the slowly decaying term 
{i / 2)\1· Akll~ which appears later. To overcome this difficulty, we const.ruct a 
suiulblc second correction term u~ of Lhe asymptotic profile for the SchrOdinger 
part such that (W, + t6.)u; - U/2)\1· Aku; decays faster than (i/2)V· Aoltl so 
t.hat t he Cook-Kuroda method is applicable. This method is also used ill [3,5, 6,8]. 
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We consider the Cauchy problem for 

{ 
(0 + m')u = F(v), 
(0 + I")v = G(u) , 

t > 0, x E IR (I ) 

with suffi ciently small , smooth, compactly-supported initial data. Here 0 = 8; - fJ}.., 
m, J.I. are positive coustnats, F , G are smooth funct ions of unknowns and they are 
cubic nonlinear terms in the sense that 

IF(w) I + IG(w)1 s:: Clwl3 if Iwl s:: .. 

for some constants C and <; > O. Though it is possible to consider much more genera l 
situat ions (including derivative llonilenar or Quasi-linear cases), we do not go into 
such directions for t he sake of simplicity. 

Recently, much efforts are made for study of t he large time behavior Qf solutions 
to the Cauchy problem for the systems of crit ical nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations 
with possibly different masses (see e.g. [14), Ill), [12), [3), [4)) . It is known that 
if (m - I')(m - 31')(3m - 1') ¥ 0, the Cauchy problem (1) admits a unique global 
classical solution which tends to a free solu tion as t --7 00. On t he other hand , the 
case (m - J.L)(m - 3jJ)(3m - J.L) = 0 t urns out to be more delicate and t he previous 
works leave the problem open except a few partial results. (The scalar case ha.c; been 
extensively studied by Delort 12), after part ial results [9), [7), [10), [5), [I) etc. See 
also the remark after T heorem 1.) 

In t his talk, we concentrate our attent ion to t he following example: 

t > 0, x E R, 

x E IR, 
(2) 

where Q,p E lR, g > 0 is a small parameter, and Uo, UI , Vo, VI E Cij(JR). Our 
purpose is to show that the ampli tude of v in (2) is modulated in the logarithimc 
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ordcr when J.L = m or J.L = 3m, whereas, when J.L f:. m, J1 f:. 3m, the influence of 
nonlinearity disappears eventually and v behaves like a free solution as t -4 00. 

More precisely, 

Theorem 1 For any Uo, ttl, Vo, VI E Cr(lR), there exists E"o > 0 such that (2) ad~ 
mils a unique global classical solution if e EjO,eoj. Moreover, the following asymp· 
toties is valid as t -4 00, uniformly with 1'espect to x E R : 

Here ( . )+ stands for max { . , O}, i = H , 0 is an arbitrary small positive number, 
a(y). b(y) are C-valued smooth Junctions which vanish when Iyl ~ I, and A(y) is 
given by 

L(J _ lyl,)I/'a{y)' 
18m3 + 

iJ I' = 3m, 

A{y) = 
i;!,{I-lyl')¥'la{y)I'a{y) iJ IJ. = m, 

0 iJ I' i 3m,," i m. 

Remark Tt is interesting to compare this result with the corresponding onc to the 
scalar case 

{O + J)w = (3w', t > 0, x E nt. (3) 

According to [21, w has the following asymptotics: 

w(t,x) = Re[ ~ei«I'-I'I'I~'+~('/I)I""'Ja(x/t) l + a{e"'), t -> 00 

with 
3{3 ,II' , 

<p(y) = -8{1 - Iyl )+ la{y)1 . 

Roughly speaking, this shows that the long range character of nonlinearity appears 
at the level of the phase of oscillation of the solu tion for the scalar equation (3), 
whi le our main result claims that the long range character appears at the leve l of 
the amplitude of the solu tion for the system (2). 
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The same proof is available for a bit more general systems) such as 

{ 

(0 + mDu, = FI(u,au), 
(0 + mlJu, = F,(u, au), 
(0 + mllu, = Fa(u, au), t > 0, x E JR, 
(0 + milu, = 'YU IU,U, + F,(u ,au), 

with the initial data 

(4) 

(5) 

Here u = (Uj)19~" a = (a" 8%), 'Y E JR and F;(u, au) = 0(11.11' + laul') (1 :0: j :O: 4). 
When we put 

t lte corresvonding result to Theorem 1 is stated as follows: 

Theorem 2 For any ''OJ, UI, E CQ"'(R), there exists <0> 0 such that (4) - (5) admits 
a unique global classical solution if e ejO)eoj. M01-eover, the follo wing asymptotics 
is valid as t -+ 00, uniformly with respect to x e IR : 

Here, 6 is an arbitmry small positive number. aJ (j = 1) 2, 3) are (>valued smooth 
functions which vanish when Ivl ~ 11 and A(y) is given by 

if A t 0, 

if A = 0, 

where a~+ll(y) = a,(y), aj-Il(y) = a,(y). 

Remark We can also show the analogous resul t for two-dimensional case) such as 

(6) 
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where a, {J E JR, or 

{ 

(0 + 71lnU, = F, (u, au) , 
(0 + mj)u, = F,(u , au) , 
(0 + mllu, = ,u,u, + F,(u, au) , 

t > 0, x E IR', (7) 

where u = (u" u" u,), a = (a" a." a.,) , "IE IR and F;(u, au) = O(lul' + laul'). For 
t he solution v, of (6) (resp. u, of (7)), the long range effect as in Theorem I (resp. 
Theorem 2) is observed if and only if JJ ;; 2m (resp. m3 = )'Iml + ).2m2 for some 
A"A, E {±I }). 
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The curved traveling front of the 
Allen-Cahn equation 

Hirokazu Ninomiya (Ryukoku University) 
and 

Masaharu Taniguchi (Tokyo Institute of Tecllllology) 

In this talk we consider the ALlen-Caho equation: 

It, ~ i;u + f(u) (x,y,t) E R' x R+ 

where J is of "'bistable typen
• The typical example of the nonlinear term f is 

f(u) ~ tt(l - u)(u - a) , 
1 

0< a < 2" 

(1 ) 

(2) 

The constant. sLates 0 and 1 are stable under the diffusion-free system. By the as
sumption of 6, the region of the state 1 is getting larger and larger and finally it 
covers Lhe whole space. When the stale 1 propagst.es, we can observe the char
acteristic profiles. in the one-dimensional space, one of Lhe typical solutions is a 
traveling wave solution which never changes its shape without translation. Substi· 
tuting 1t(x, L) = 4>(x - ct), we have 

<1>" - c<I>, + /(<1» ~ O. 

ACLually for the nonlinearity (2), we have 

As t.he appropriat.e singular limit, t.he interface between two states 1 and 0 becomes 
sharp and we can get the interface equation (see e.g. [4]): 

(3) 

where V is • narmal velocity, H is the curvature, and k is • given constant. This 
equation is also observed in the filamentary vortex of the Ginzburg- Landau equation 
confined in a plane 13] and tbe BZ react.ion 16). 
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The ty pical solut.ions of (3) are t.he circles and lines. In the case J.- t- 0, unfortu
nately, some interface; may possess some self int.ersection points eventually, cvcn if 
the initinl interface has none. If the interface is represented by Lhe graph y = vex, t) , 
t.he equation (3) is reduced to 

-~ I.~ v, - :l +IIV 1 +vi 
1 + v'" 

xE R , I > O, (4) 

Deckelnick et. 8.1 in [3J proved Lhe c.xistcnoo of t he t.raveling curved front and sL udied 
the stabili t.y of t he from under some rest.ricted assumpt ions for uo . T he aut.hors 
relaxed the assumpt.ion for the initial dat.a and classified aJl Lbe Lraveling fronts in 
17, 8J. T hey proved the following (sec 17, Proposition 1.1 , Theorem 1.2]). 

Theorem 1 Any traveling front of (3) with velocity teo , c) is one of the three, after 
approp7"iate tronsiations, 

(i) lines!J = m.x, and y = -m.x 

(ii) a traveling curoed front rc(t) which possesses two asymptotes y = ±m.x , 

(iii) stationary circles with radius l /Ikl only 'in the case c = 0, 

when! m. := J(!i k2 / k. Moreover' the expUcit fonn 0/ the traveling curved fmnt 
r ,( t) = {y = <p(x ) + et} with speed e(2: k) i$ given in 

j C+k 0 o k 1 + C"=k tan 2" 
x(O; c) .- - + log I§ 

C cv'c' - k' c+ k 0 
1 - --t8n 

c- k 2 

y(O;c) := -- og II ( CCOSO - k) 
c c- k ' 

for 0 E (- arctan m " arctanm.). 

The t ravel ing curved frout r c( t) is '; V-shapcd", which COlllletlS LwO asymptol.eS. 
The existence of this traveling fronL is also reponed in 12, 3] and in a liquid BZ 
react.ion [6J. 

The asymptotic stability of t he curved t raveling front. in (4) is discussed in [3, 8]. 
It is proved that. the traveling CllrVl.,(\ fron t. is asymptotically stable, if t he ini t ial 
perturbation is rcsLrictcd to 

BCri := {v E C ' (R ) I sup (lv(x)1 + Iv,(x )1) < 00, lim v(x) = 0) . 
-O<:!<"<OO 1,,1_ 00 
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and that if you take the perturbation space 

BC' := {u E C'(R ) I sup (l u(xl l + lu,(xl l) < co} , 
-«o<:r:<oo 

instead of BCri, t he traveling curved fronL is not asymptotically stable (see [8, The
orem 1.1 and Theorem 4.1]). 

By t he above observation, we can c.xPt.''Ct that a "'V-sbaped" traveling wave s0-

lution of (I) exists. Actually we have t.he following theorem. 

Theorem 2 There exists a traveling wa'uc solution u(x, y, t) = U(x , y - el ) of (1) 
such that 

lim sup IU(X, yl - 4' (~(y -m.1XI)) I = 0 
R-ooo (z ., )ED H C 

where 

DR := {(x,y) I x' +y' ~ fl'}. 

Bonnct and Hamel [lJ showed t he existence of t.he "V-shaped" t.raveling wave 
solutions, if f is of the "ignit.ion temperat.ure" type (mono-st.able I.ype) instead of 
(2). Hamel and Monnenu [5J shows the lUliqucness of t he traveling front of the 
correspond ing Singular limil problem. 
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UNIQUENESS IN INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEMS WITH A 
SINGLE INCIDENT WAVE 

J . CHENG AND M . YAMAMOTO 

1. I NTRODUCTION 

Let D C R'l be 1\ bounded domain and k E R. For X E R'l, we set r = txt. We 

consider a scattering problem with sound-soft obstacle: 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 1'=0 on aD 

(1.3) r~~ fi (! u5 (%) - ikuS(%») = O. 

Henceforth cl(D) denotes the closure of a domain D, and we set i ::::;: A , d E 

51 :: {:r E R2; Ixl = I} aDd 

Under suitable conditions on D, for k E Rand d E 51, there exists a unique 

HI ·solution u(x} = u(D)(x) to (1.1) - (1.3), and we CDn define t he far field pattern 

u~(D)(;) ' 

(14) uS(D)(x) ~ e; {U~ (D) (;) + 0 G)} as r -; 00. 

Inverse scatte ring problem: Determine D from the far field pattern uoo(D) 

for given k and d (possibly by changing them). 

This inverse problem is also physically significant and has been studied by many 

authors. We refer for example to Colton and Kress [11. 

The first basic topic for this inverse problem is the uniqueness: Does 

( 1.5) u.,(D,)(x) = u~(D,)(x), Ixl ~ 1 

(for possible several d and k) imply D I = D'l? 
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There is a classical uniqueness result within smooth D I • D2 if (1.5) holds for an 

infinir.e number DC dE 8 1
, which is proved based on Schiffer's idea (see Theorem 5.1 

in [11). For the uniqueness by means of a finite number of d E SI, see Colton and 

Sleeman (21 . Theorem 5.2 in {I I. Moreover the uniqueness is known with a single 

d, provided that D I • D2 are contained in a ball of radius p such that kp < lr. See 

Corollary 5.3 in [I I. [21. 

An important open problem is the uniqueness in the inverse scattering problem 

with a single (d,k) . This problem is interesting from the theoretical point of view, 

because the far field patterns with many dare overdetermining data for determina

tion of D and we can expect the uniqueness with a single far field pattern. Moreover 

the formulation with a single (d, k) is helpful for justification of numerical recon· 

struction of 0 , because one can usually use far field patterns observed by taking a 

single or a finite number of d. 

2. MAIN RESULT 

Let k E Rand d E 51 be arbitrarily fixed. Henceforth, for P, Q E R2, we 

understand that P(j is an open segment (not including the end points P and Q). 

Moreover for a polygonal domain 0 and P E 00, Q fi cl(D) such that PQ E 

R2 \ cl(D) , by L(P(J, aD) we denote the least angle among the two angles in 

R2 \ cl(D) formed by PQ and lJD. By a polygonal domain 0, \\'e mean that 80 is 

composed of a finite number of segments. 

Definition 2 .1. Let D C R2 be a bounded polygonal domain. Let t·points 

PI , .... , Pt , t ~ 2, satisfy the following conditions (i) • (iv) : 

(i) Pit "', p{ E aD. 

For I s: i ::;; t, we set 

{

the exterior angle of D at Pj , 
OJ = 

11", otherwise. 

(ii) Pj PJ+1 C R' \ cl(D) for 1 :5 i S t. 

if Pj is a vertex of a polygon D, 

(iii) L(P]_IPjrfJD) = L(PjPj+a.OD), I :5 is: t, if Pi _ IP,. does not bisect OJ at 

P, . 

( iv) For 1 S i st, we have L.(P \ 80) E Q. 
~ -I I' 
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Here we set Po = Pl and Pl+ 1 = PI and 

1 
a closed broken line PI ..... P, ........ -+ Pt -+ PI 

TR{D: PI, ... ,Pt) = if PIPt does not bisect 91 at PI, 

a non-closed broken line Pl -+ P, -+ ... -+ Pt , otherwise. 

We call TR(D: PI, ... ,Pt) a trapped ray of D with rational angles. 

, 

By TR(D), we denote the sum of all the t rapped rays of D with rational angles. 

If T R(D) '" 0, then we call D trapping with rational angles. 

In other words, if TR(D) == 0, then there are no rays in R' \ cl(D) which go out 

to 00 after finite times reflecting all aD subject to physical law (iii) with stricter 

constraint (iv) for angles of incidence. 

We can state our main result: 

T heorem 2.2_ Let k E Rand d E 51 be arbitrarily fized and kt 

(2. 1) aD, nTR(D,) ~ 0 and aD, n TR(D,) ~ 0. 

Corollary 2.3. Let D\ and Dz be star-shaped polygons. Then uoa(Dd(x) = 

"Uoa(D,)(x), Ixl = 1, Implies DI = D,. 

By the definition, the break of condition (2. 1) happens rarely. However we do 

not know the uniqueness if (2.1) does not hold. In fact, we have the following 

trapping D\ , D2 where our proof does not work. 

Example L Let us form D I , D2 as follows. 

(J) We take a square A\A2A3A4. For convenience, we set AI = (0,0), A2 = 

(1,0), A, = (1, 1), A, = (0, 1). 

(2) In the interior of the square A I A,A3At, we take a regular triangle B I B,B3 

(i.e., the lengUu of the sides are equal). Here we choose vertia:s Bit B,}. 8 3 such 

that B\ -+ B2 --+ 8 3 is counterclockwise and that BIB2 n ALA,}. 

(3) Take the midpoints PI and P'} of the sides B I8 3 and 8,B3 respectively. 

(4) Take a point Q\ on the segment 8 3 P, arbitrarily. 

(5) Take two pomts Q" Q3 on the side A2A3 such that 1I3Q, II AIA2 and 

Q,Q, II A,A,. 
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(6) By D\ we denote the interior bounded by the cwsed broken line Al A1Q2Q1 B2Bl B3Q3A3A" 

(which is a non-convex polygon with those vertices). By D2 we denote the interior 

bounded by the closed broken line A\A2Q2Q1P2PIB3Q3A3A" (Figure 1). 

Then D\ is trapping with rational angles. In fact , let P3 be the midpoint of the 

side B IB2 . For D\ , we can see that PIP:.!P3 satisfies conditions (i) - (iv), and we 

have TR(Dd niJD2 :> PIP2 -# 0, that is, condition (2.1) does not hold. In thi8 

example, we note that T R{DI ; PI , p;}., P3) is a closed broken line PI -+ P2 -+ P3 -+ 

PI' For these DI and D2 , our proof doe3 not work. 

A, 

Figure 1 
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Asymptotic behavior of spherically symmetric solutions 
to the compressible Navier- Stokes equation 

with external forces 

Silinya Nishibata' 

Department of Mathematical and Computing Sciences 
Tokyo Institute of Technology 

Tokyo 152-8552, Japan 

We litlldy the large time bellilvior of 8n isentropic and spherically symmetric motion 
of cOlllpfel>siblc viHCOUS gas in 8. field of external force over an unbounded exterior domain 
in R" (n ~ 2). The typical example of th is problem llppCllTS in analysis of the behllvior of 
atmosphere around the earth. First, we show that t here exists a stationary solution satisfying 
an adhesion boundary condition and a positive spatia l as),lnptotic condition. Then , it is 
shown that this stat ionary solu tion is a t ime asymptotic state to the initial boundary value 
problem with the snme boundary and spatial asymptotic conditions. Here, the initial data 
can be choscn urbitrnrily large if it belongs to the ~mitable Sobolev spllce. Moreover, if the 
external force is at,tractive, it also can be arbitrari ly large. This condition includes the most 
typical external force, i.e., the gravitational force. In the proof of the stability theorem, it is 
t,be es.'iential step to obtain the uniform posit ive lower bOllnd for the density. rt is derived 
through the energy method with the aid of a representation formu lll for the density. 

The Navicr·Stokes equation with external force for the isentropic mot ion of compre;siblc 
viscollS gil..'> in the 8ulcrilul coordinate is the system of eqllntions given by 

p, + 'iJ. (pu) = 0, 

p{u, + ( .... 'iJ)u) = I"I'>U. + (I' , + ", )'iJ('iJ . u) - 'iJp(p) + pf. 

( 10) 

(lb) 

We study the fL.'iymptotic behavior of a solution (p, u) to (1) in an unbounded exterior domain 
n := {{ E iR" ; I{I > 1 L where n is a space dimension larger than or equal to 2. Here p > 0 

'The author's work was supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (C)(2) 14540200 of the 
Ministry of Education, Culture, SporL~, Science and Technology Science Rnd Technology. 
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is the mass density; 11 = (ILI> •.. , 1/11) i:-; the velocity of gas; p(p) = }{p'" (I< > 0, '12:: 1) is 
the prl.'SsIlTC; f is the externa l forcl'; 11.1 llud 112 a re constant viscosit.y-coefficients sat isfying 
1'1 > 0 llnd 2,1.1 + '11/1'2 > o. 

It is Il.'>.'iumt.>d that the external force J is a spherically !.)'1nmetric potelLtial force llnd the 
inititll data is also spherically s)'1nmetr ic. Namely, for r := I~I 

(AI) J '~ -VV ~ iV,(T) , V, E C III , oo) , 
T 

' V+ ~ lim V(T) ~ lim j' V'('I)d~ , 
r -·oo r_oo I 

(A2) Po(x) ~ iiu(T), 
, 

ltO(~) = ~uo(r) . 
T 

Under the a..'isum ptiolls (Al) and (A2) , it is shown in [4\ that the solution (p, u) is spherically 
symmetric. Here, the spherically symmetr ic solution is a solution to (1) in the fonn of 

p({, t ) ~ p(T, t) , u({, t) ~ ifi(T, t) . 
T 

(2) 

Substituting (2) in (1), we reduce the system (1) to the equations for (,13, li.}(r, t) . Hereafter, 
we omit the hat to express a spherically symmetric function withont confus ion. Then, the 
spherically symmetric solution (p, u)(r , t) satisfies the system of equations 

(3a) 

(3b) 

where /1 := 2/1 + J1~ is supposed to be positive. The initial data to (3) is pre;cribed to be 
a. ... ymptoticalJy constant in space: 

p(r, O) ~ Po(r) > 0, " (T, O) = "0('-) ' lim (p(r, t) , "(T, t )) ~ (p+,u+), p+ > O. 
,-~ 

(4) 

As we interested in the behavior of gas Mound a solid sphere, nn adhesion boundary condition 
is adopted: 

1'( 1, t ) ~ O. (5) 

In addition, it is assumed that the initial (bitli (II) is compatible with the boundary data 
(5). Since t,he charnctcristic speed of (3,).) is zero on the boundary due to (5), Olle boum!tuy 
condition is necessary and sufficient, fo r the well posed ness of lhe initial bounda ry value 
problem (3), (4) and (5). 

This problem is fonnulated to study the behavior of compressible viscous gas a.round 
the solid sphere in a field of external force. We show that the time 8.")'1nptotic state of the 
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solution to the initial boundary vahle problem (3), (4) , (5) is the stationary soilltion , which 
is a solution to (3) indept'lIc1cllt. of t ime I., ~iHtisryiug the snme conditions (~I ) find (5). Hence, 
the stationary solution (p(r), Ii,(r» satisfies the system of equations 

_1_, (r"- lpii.)~ = O. ,.n- (00) 

___ {(T"-"i),} (_) '" 
PUll,. = I' r,, - I r - P P r - VV ,. (6b) 

a nd the boundary and the spatial a.o.;ymptotic conditions 

,i(l)~O, (7) 

Solving (6), we obtain an explicit fOrI1lUla of the stationary solut.ion (p(r), ii(r»: 

11(T) '" 0, (8.) 

p(T) ~ { 
-'-

{ p~- ' + ',;,1 (U+ _ U(T)) } >-' fo' ,,},> 1, 
(8b) 

p+ exp {~ (U+ - U(T)) } fo, ,~ I. 

Due to (8a), the spatial asymptotic data. in (7) mILst satisfy 1L+ = 0 for the existence of the 
stat ionary solution. The stability theorem on the stationary solution in (8) is summarized in 
the next th<."Otcm, which is t he main result in the pre.ent re.earch . 

Theorem 1. Sll1)ptJse the i1li/ial data .'i(lti.'ifie.~ titat. for a certain. u E (0, 1) 

Po E B~q[ l , 00), Uo E 8~q il, 00), 
n=.1 n=.1 ~ .!!..=.l 2 

r 2 (AI - .0), r 2 '110, r 2 (Po - ,o)r, r 2 1l{)r E L (1,00) 

(9.) 

(9b) 

and the C07nlJatildlity condif.ion /tolck In addUio7l, if theft! exist., /l pO.'iit.i1Je COTlsi(mt 0, de
l)c7Iding only on. the initial dtl.t.a, such that - 6 S Ur(r). then. Ihe initiall}()1tT/(fm-y Ilulue pf'Ob
lem (3), (4) and (5) 1ta.9 a uniqlLe solution (p , u) globally in time and th e .<;oiutioT! conve7'!}es 
10 tiLe con-e.<;ponding .<;lalioTwry solution. p,.eci<;eLy, it holds that 

lim '"I' I(p(r, t) - p(,.), "(T, t))1 ~ o. 
' - r e[ l ,oo) 

(10) 

Notice that any ~ml:lIlnt.'S..'i as.'iumptions 011 the ini!.illl data is not nece!t'iary ror the ubove 
stubility theorem. l\ !orcover, if Ur ~ 0, then Ur can be arbitrarily large. This is the ca.'ie that 
the external rorce is attractive like the t,rravitat,ional force. The Holder contin,ti!.y or the initial 
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data (ga) ifi necessary t,o ensure the vHlid ity of the trallsformation between the Eulerian and 
the Lagmngillll coord inatefi. (St"'e (11) below.) Actually, we show the R.sympt.otic stability of 
t he stationary fio illtioll in the Lagrangian withollt the Holder continuity. In translating this 
result. to t.hat. in t.he Eulerian coordinate, we need t.he di fferent,iability of SOlllt.iolls. This is 
the rea'ion we assu me (ga), which gives the Ho lder continuity of the solution with the aid of 
the Schal1dcr theory for parabolic equations. The remainder of the present paper is devoted 
to a brief outline of the proof of Theorem 1. The readers are referred to the paper it 1 J for 
the detailed discussions. 

In the proof of Theorem 1, we show the lluifonn a priori estimate hy employing the 
energy method. For this purpm;e, it is convenient to adopt the Lagnmgian coordinate rather 
than the Euler iun coord inate. The transformation from the Eulerian coordinate (r , t) to the 
Lagrangian coordinat.e (x, t) is execllted by t.he relnt-ion: 

U 
'r --

=- - r n - J ' 

where /I = 1/ p is the sIH,.'ci fi c volume. Using (11 ), we deduce the system (3) t.o 

The initial and the boundary condit ions for (-u,'It) are derived from (4) and (5) as 

v(x,O) = vo(x) := l /po(x) , o..(.T,O) = o..o(x), 

,,(0, t) = O. 

(II ) 

(12_) 

(12b) 

( 13) 

(1<1 ) 

T he spatial variable T in the Eulerian coordinate is regarded as a function of (:1' , t) in t.he 
Lagrangian coordinate. Thus, the density p in the stationary solntion also depends on (.r, t), 
that is , i>(.r , I.) := f>('-(l:, t)). Also , let i>u(") := f>("(3", 0)). 

Define the energy form [; by 

[; := ~'lL2 + * (v, ii), 

>I'(v, ,i) := p(u)('/I - li) - 'P, 'P := 1" 1'('1) dl}, p(u):= f( 'U-" , u:= 1/i>. 

If c ::; 1!(X,t} ~ C for positive constants c and C, then \fI (v, 'u) is eqll ivalent to lu - ·iiI2. 
Namely, clv - 'viZ ~ "' (IJ, Ii) ~ Glv - iil z for positive constants c and C. Then the energy 
form [; is equivalent to lul2 + Iv - t112. 

We state several a priori estimates for the solution (11, 'It) without detailed proofs. 
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Propositio n 2. (Ba..,ic e..,timnte) Suppo ... e that 110 - vo , lL(J E L2(O, 00). Then. fhe ... olution 
sati ... fie ... 

1~ l' 1~ . r'"-' 1~ £(,· , t) rl.r + 1' (n - I),u' + --u;dxdT ~ £ (r ,O)dx. 
o 00 r V 0 

Applying the Soholev inequality on (15) , we II/we 

Corollary 3. 

1JJher'e C i.~ n posit ive CQn.~tnrlt depending only on the initial d(Ltn. 

(15) 

(16) 

In order to obtain the pointwise bound for the specific voll1me 1)(X , t) nnifonnly in time, 
we employ a "cUb-ofT-funct ion" defined by 

{ 

I , x~k, 
,,(x) = k + 1 - x, k ~ To ~ k + 1, 

0, k + l ~T. 
for A: = 1, 2, .. . 

By using ( 12) wit.h the cut-afT-function 1](x) , we have Ii repH..'SCl1tntioll fonnula of the density. 

Le mma 4. v(:r , t) i.., 1l!pre . .,ented by 

, _ •• (xp + T. f~ A(x,r)8 (x, T)dT 
u(x,t) - A( )8() , X l t x , t 

for x E [A: - I , k) arId t ~ 0, where 

( J("( 1'1'+1 '1' fro u ) A(x, t) := exp - v- -rdxd'T + - 11~ , 1]dx(i'T , 
Jl.Ok JJ.oz r 

(, f~ (u u) , l ' fro u' 1'+' · ) B(x , t ):= exp - Il- l - n~1 1]dx + - (n - l)-:n1]dxd'T - , log-dx. 
Jl. z l' TO /' 0 z r k Vo 

Proposition 2 and Lemma 4 yield the upper and the lower bounds of v(x, t ). 

Proposit ion 5. There exi.~t positive coTL.'1tant.'1 c an.d C, depending only on the initial data, 
.mdt that 

c ~ .(T., t) ~ C (17) 

for X ~ 0 and t 2:: O. 
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The estimate (1 7) immediately gives the point.wise hounds for the density, 0 < c S p:::; C. 
To obtain the a priori estimate for the derivatives of till' solnt ioll, it is cOllvenient to use the 
function 

1ro 
e"-4<p~) (,-, t) ,L,- + c 1'1= (,-'"--'<p;) (x, T) dxdT ~ C, 

1= (r'"-',,;) (x, t) dr + c l' 1~ (,'"-'u;,) (X,7) dxdr ~ C, 

where c and C are positive consr.a1Jf~~ depending only on the in.itial data. 

The estimate for (v ~ ii)", follows from (18); 

1= (,''' -'(-u - -v);) (x , I.) <Ix ~ C. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Using the estimates (15), (18), (19) and (20), we show the global existence of the solution 
(v, u) in the Lagrangian coord inate. l\'loreover, these estimates give the asymptotic stabil
ity of the solution in (10). In these discussions, the Holder continuity of the solut,ion is 
not necf..'S.<;ary. It is lIsed to ensure the validity of the tnulslation of these re:mlts to thofie 
in EuleriaTl coord inate. ActlUl.lly, we silO\\' t hat, by applying the Schalldcr theory for the 
parabo lic equations (see 12]), the sohltion (p, u) is also belonging to the Holder f>pace if the 
initia.l data satisfies (ga). It immediately gives the corrc!-.'PondiHg stability theorem ill the 
Eulerian coordinate. 

R elat ed results. The Navier- Stokes equation has been attracting interests of a lot of 
reliCarchers in the fields of not only physic!i but also mathematics for these decaY!i. Thus, \\TC 

have so many preceding researches and have to restrlct ourselves to a certain problem. Here 
we mainly state several reinlts on t he sphericlllly symmetric motion of compressible viscolls 
fl uid in an exterior domain . 

T he fi rst of a ll , we need to ment ion the book [11 written by S. N. Antontscv, A. V. 
I(azhikhov, A.lld V. N. ~"ollakhov, which give!i comprehensive introduction to the mathemat
ical theory of the compre;sible and viscous fluid. T he first notable r(,"!'icarch in the equations 
on the exterior domain is given by A. l\ l atslllnur~\ iUld T. Nishida in 19], where t he stability 
of the stationary solution is first proved under the small ness flSsUlnptions. Note t hat this 
re!-;cll.rch covers more general !iOllltions 0 11 more general domain t.han the present research, 
studying the spherically symmetric solution on the exterior domain. 
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Another pionecring work is given by N. Itaya [4], which establi!She; the existence of 
the sphcriCtuly symmetric solution globaJly in time on 11 bounded annulus domain withollt 
smallne& .. assumptions on the initial data. This paper has drawn attention of the researchers 
to the spherically symmetric solution. Then, A. I\Iatsll11lur8 in [8J shows that the spherically 
symmetric solution to the isothermal model with external force on the annulus domain exist. .. 
globally in time nnd it converges to the corresponding ~'tationary solution as time tends to 
infinity. I\loreover, it shows that the convergence is exponentially fast. The research by 
I<. Higuchi in [3] extends this result to the isentropic model. In addition , it considers the 
equations of heat-conductive ideal gas on the annulus domain. The present rese».rch aims to 
extend the results in [8] and [3] to those on all unbounded exterior domllin. 

The study of the spherically symmetric solution over an unbounded exterior domain is 
started hy S. Jiang in [51. where the glob».l existence of the solution is established for the 
llIodel of h eat~conductive ideal gas. I\loreover, the partial result on the .8..<;ymptotic state is 
obtained. Precisely, it shows tha.t, for the space dimension 11 = 3, lIu(t)1I2j ..... 0 .8..'i t - 00, 

where j (~ 2) is an arbitrarily fixed integer. 
III the case of one dimensiona l space n = I , the problem on the unbounded exterior 

domain is coincide with the half-space problem. A. 1\1atsllmllTll and I<. Nishihara in 110J 
start to investigate this problem for the compressible Navier- Stokes equation. In 110], severa.l 
kinds of boundary conditions arc proposed. Namely, inflow, outflow and no flow boundary 
conditions. Then, it classifies the asymptotic behaviors of the solution into the severa1 
cases !mbject to the rehltion between the boundary data IUld the spatial asymptotic data. 
I\loreover, it proves the stability theorem for some cases by using the Lagrangian coordinate. 
The research [6J by S. l{ aw.8..<;himll, S. Nish ibata and P. Zim nlso studies the same one 
d imensional half space problem. Tt obtains the a priori estimat.es directly in the Eulerian 
coordinate and proves the stt\bility of the stationary solntion. Thc Holder continuity of the 
solution is a lso discussed in [6]. 

Notation. For a region 0 , an illleger land 0 < (1 < 1, J3l+C(O) denotes the space of Holder 
continuous funct.iolls over 0 which have t.he l-th order derivatives of Holder continuity with 
c.xpollent u. ~!."'(O) is the space of functions belonging to B'+"'(w) for an arbitrarily compact 
set w C O. Por I :5 p ::; 00, U'(O) denotes the standard Lebesgue space over 0 C(luipped 
with the norm II ,11,). c and C deuote several generic positive constant.s. 

Acknowledgment. The present result is obtained through the joint research with Dr. 
Tohrn Nakamura at Tokyo institute of Technology and Prof. Shigenori Yanagi at Ehime 
University. The details are published in the paper [l1 J. 
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Conical Shock Waves in Superson ic Flow 

Dening Li 
Department of Mathematics, West Virginia University, Morgantown, USA 

Abstract 

1 Physical b ackground of shock waves 

1. A steady shock front is produced as supersonic 80w passes a solid projectile. The 
most important two typical configurations of t he Hying projectiles: 

• Long wing: two dimensional object; 

• Conical head: three dimensional object. 

2. Depending upon the shape of the leading front of solid object, the shock front will 
be 

• detached from the projectile if the projectile has a blunt head; 

• attached to to the head of t he projectile if the projectile has a narrow and sharp 
poin ted head. 

3. 1t is of practical importa.nce because tJJC sharp jump of pressure across shock front 
produces great. res istance to the Hying object and therefore is to be avoided. 

4. 'We study the case of steady shock wave attached to sharp pointed front of projectile. 
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2 Mathematical models 

1. Euler system of equations: quasi-linear. hyperbolic . 

3 

D,p + L 8" (pVj) = 0, 
j=1 

3 

O,(pV;) + L 0., (pv;Vj + 8;jp) = 0, i = l. 2, 3 
j=1 

3 

O,( pE) + L 0., (pujE + PUj) = O. 
j= 1 

tr densi ty, v- velocity, E = e + ~lv I2_ to tal energy, p = p(p. E )- pressure. 

2. Various simplified models to (1) can be introduced. 

(a) Linearization: small perturbation. 

(b) Geometrical simplificat ion : 

(I) 

• One dimclIsionalmodel: shock transition re lations and Lax shock inequality. 

• Gcometrically symmetric model: cylindrical and spherical model. 

(c) Steady flow model: time-independent Aow, 

(d) Thermodynamical simplification: 

• Polyt ropic gas model: }J = Ap\ 
• Isentropic model: p = p(p}: 

• Irrotational model: V x v = O. 
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3 Conical shock wave for steady irrotational and isentropic flow 

1. Irrotaliomtl ftow: v x v = 0 implies v :=:; "ilifJ , q,.. ve locity potential. 

2. Second order scalar equation for 4> 

(2) 

3. (2) is hypcrbolk in t he region of supersonic flow (Ivl > a), and is ellipt ic in the region 
of su bsonic How (Ivl < a). 

4. Symmetric conical shock wave: 

• shock polar and apple cur vej 

• weak a nd strong shock. 

5. T hcorcllIss: Li llea r stability of conical shotk wave and existence. 

6. ~l atbeJllati caJ tools: tonical coordinates, cJJerg}' estimate for Hnearized problem, 
linear iteration 

7. Generalized hodograph transformation: to t ransform the domain wi th free boundary 
into a fixed annular region. 
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4 Stability for oblique shock wave 

My current work on the stabil ity of oblique shock waves for isentropic system of Euler 
equations. 

1. Boundary value problem for In x m hyperbolic system: 

{ 

O,U+t.AjO.,U+CU=f, ill x,>O: 

Pu = 9 on Xl = O. 

2. \VeU-posedness of (3): if there is energy estimate 

, 
lIull, = (r ( r~ e""lu(t,x" x')i'dx , dx' dt) ', 

in! lnn -' 10 
1 

lui, = (r ( e'·"lu(t.o.x·)i'dx' dt)'_ 
JRL]n,, -L 

3. Kreiss' condi tion for well-posedness: 

• 

with s = '1 + iT and w E nn-l. 

• Eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors with negat ive eigenvalues: 11j. 

• Kreiss' condition: PlIj arc uniformly linearly independent. 

4. AnaJysis of stabili ty of oblique shock front. 

• Oblique shock front is stable fo r weak shock. 

• Mathematical condition and its physical implication. 
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Remarks on global solvability of 2-D Boussinesq equations with nondecaying ini

tial data 

Yasushi TANIUCHI Sbinshu Uni. Matsumoto 390-8621, taniuchi@math.shinshu·u.ac.jp 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We consider the natural convection in a viscous incompressible fluid described by the Boussi· 

nesq equations: 

{ 

OtU - 6.u + u . 'iJu + "ilp = gO in t > 0 and 

(
8 ) atO - c.o + " . \10 ~ 0 in ! > 0 and 

div u = 0 in t > 0 and 
ult=o = UO, 0lt=o = 80 in x E R rI

, 

where" ~ (,,'(x,!),u'(x,!), ... ,u"(x,!)), 0 ~ O(x,!) and p ~ p(x,!) denote the unknown 

velocity vector field, the unknown temperature and the unknown pressure of the fluid at the 

point (X I t) E R fl x (0,00), respectively. (UO,Oo) is a given initial data and g is the given constant 

vector which denotes acceleration of gravity. 

Many researchers have investigated the Boussinesq equations. See e.g. Cannon- DiBenedettoll}, 

Fife-Joseph[5j, Foias- Mainley- Temmamj4]. MorimotojI4]]15j , OedajI6]]17j, Hishidaj6j, Hishida

Yamadaj7j, Kagei[IO]. Kagei- von Wahl[llj and papers cited there. 

These results, however, are imposed the integrability condit ion on the initial data UQ, 80 E Lq 

for some q < 00. This condition implies that u.o(x) and 80(x) decay at infinity in some sense. 

On the other hand, Giga- Inui- MatsuiI8}, Cannon- Knightly[2] and Cannone[3] showed the time

local existence of solution to the Navier- Stokes equations: 

(N-S) { atu - t>u + l' . \11' + \lp ~ 0, div l' ~ 0 
ult=o = u.o 

in t>O and :tE Rn, 
inxERn 

with nondccaying initiaJ data U() E L oo . It is notable that in the two dimensional case Giga· 

matsui·Sawada[9] proved the unique global solvabili ty of (N·S) with Uo E Loo( R 2). 

In 118], we proved the unique local existence theorem for the Boussinesq equations with 

nondecaying initial data. To be precise, we showed that if'U() E Loo with div u = 0 in V' and 

80 E ~.l' then there exists the strong solution 

(I.l) (u,O) E Cw([O, T); LOO(R")) x ClIO, T); tlg.,,l (R ")) 

to the Boussinesq equations with 'iJp E C((O, T); B~, l (R n)). We note that the space ~,l 
includes some nondecaying functions, for example, sin(a· x) + (1 + Ixd2)- 1. Moreover, in [18} 

it was shown that there exists a unique global solutions to the 2·0 Boussinesq equations when 

the initiaJ data (u.o, 80) E Loo(R2) x lJ'(R 2) for some p E (2,00). Al though the initial velocity 

need not to be decay at infinity, the initial temparature 00 was restricted to decay at infinity. 
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The purpose of this paper is to remove this decay condition on 00. Now we state our main 

Theorem. 

Theorem 1 (global existence) . Let the initial data (tLQ, Oo) E Loo(R2) X iJ~,dR2) withdiv tLQ = 

O. Then there exists a unique solution (u,8) E Cw([O,oo);L~(R')) x C([O,oo);S:!"I(R ')) to 
. '0 (B) w,th 'ilpE C((O,oo;B~,I)' 

Remark. B~,l contains some nondecaying functions as well as Loo. For example, sin(a· x) 

and cos(b· x) E B~ i' where a and b are constant vectors and b i- O. Furthermore, periodic 

functions f E Wi,oo(T} with IrJdx = 0 belongs to B~,i(Rn). We observe this fact by the 

Fourier series. We also see that if !I(XI,X2," ·,xn-J) E Wi,oo(R"-i) and hex") E Wi,oo(R ) n 

V'(R) (p < 00), then /If, E S:!, I(Rn). , 

In two dimension, taking rotation to first equation of (B), we get the rotation equation 

(Rot) Wt - 6.w + U· 'ilw = rot (g8), 

wherew = rot u is a scalar function. If 0 == 0, the maximum principle yields Ilw(t)lloo ~ Iiw(O)lIoo' 

In [9]. this estimate plays an important role in proving the global solution to the 2-D Navier~ 

Stokes equations. We, however, can not apply the maximum principle for the rotation equation 

directly, nevertheless, 80 is bounded. To overcome th is difficulty, we establish the following 

uniformly local V estimate for the vorticity equation. 

Lemma 1.1. Let u E L~(O, T; WI'~(R')) with 'il . u = 0 and let v E L~(O, T; L~(R')) be a 

solution to the 2 dimensional vorticity equation 
I) 

(1.2) iJt v -llv + u· 'ilv = I + 1);9, in R' x (0, T), vll=o = Vo· 

Then there holds lor all t E [O,TJ and all p ~ 2 

(1.3) 

Ilv(t)IIL' ~ C (1 + t + r' lIu(T)II~dT)'/P { livoIlL' + r' IIII1L' dT + pll' ( r' 119(T)lIi, dT) II' } 
.. I Jo .. I 10 .. , 10 .. I 

( )

I/P 
where C is an absolute constant and IIfIlL~, == sup.:z: ~.:z: -1I1<1 If (y)IPdy . 

2. FUNCTION SPACES 

Before proving the main results, we first recall definition of the homogeneous Besov space. For 

integer j, let !Pi be the Littlewood- Paley decomposition satisfying tPi(~) = ljIo(2-i~) E Cr(R" ), 

supp <Po c {1/2 < I~I < 2} and ~~,-~ ,p;W = 1 nxcepting ~ = O. 
Definition 1 The ll omogeneous Besov space Bg,q = iJg.q(R") is introduced by 

S;,q" (J E Z'; II/IIB~ .• < co) 
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for s E R, 1 ~ p,q:::; 00, where 

II/II .. '" { [ L:~-oo (2;'11'1'; • /11.)'] 'I, i/ q < 00, 

B... 2;'11 /11 ,'/ q = 00. sUP-oo<i<oo !.pj • p 

Here Z '" (J E S; DO j(O) = 0, Va- is multi - index}. 

If the exponents satisfy t.he following condition: 

(2.1) either s < nip or s = nip and q = I, 

then f1;,q can be regarded as s ubspace of S. To be precise, there holds 

(2.2) 
00 

8;" '" U E s'; 1I/1I1l; .• < 00 and / = L '1';' / in S'}, 
j=-oo 

if S,p and q satisfy (2.1). For the details one can see e.g. Kozono-Yamazaki[13, Proposition 

2.lOl· 

In what follows, we deal with (2.2) as the definition of .e;,q. when 8,p and q satisfy (2.1). We 

note that any polynomial excepting 0 no longer belongs to il;,q l when s,p and q satisfy (2.1). 

Finally, we give some definitions. Let B(x, r) denote the ball centered at x of radius r and let 

( )1/. ( )1/' 
IIfllp;o" 1 1/(y)I'dy , I f I ,,>" sup OI!IIp;Blz,») = sup r 1/ (y)I'dy , 

VEO XE R 'l z J1z- III<>. 

( ) ". II/ilL:, '" I / I ", = sup r If(y)I'dy ,L~, '" U E Lioc; 1/ I ,,' < oo}. 
z JI1:-III<l 

3. P RELIMINARY 

To prove Theorem 1 and Lemma 1.1 , we need the followings. 

Le mma 3 .1 (Sawada- Taniuchi[18]) . Assume that the initial data (UO.Bo) E Loo(Rn)xB~,l(Rn) 

with div Uo = 0 in the sense 0/ distribution. Then there exists T > 0 and a unique solution 

(u , 9, 'l7p) to (B) with 

(3.1) u E Cw([O, T); LOO(R ")) n C'((O, T); LOO( R")) n C((O, T); W"OO( R")} , 

(3.2) 9 E Cw([O, T); 8:;',1) n C'(O, T); LOO(R ")) n C((O, T); W"OO(R ")), 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

•• 'l7p E C((O, T); Boo,') 

8,u -6u + P(u· 'l7u) = P(gO) in Loo , 

atB -t:J.B + 1L • "VB = a in Loo 

(3.6) 'l7p = (1 - P)(u· 'l7u + gO). 
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Here P = {Pkt} l :5I,k:5n = {Okl + RIRdl:5l,k:5n' Moreover there exists C = C(n) such that 

0n T> C 
(""""~ + IJOolI.. )' + 191 + l' -., 

Remark. To solve (8) we reduce to construct a solution (u,8) to t.he integral equations: 

(I.E.B)1 u(t) - ."'"" - J,' .t'-'l'" P(u· Vu)(r)dr + J,' .t'-"'" P(90)(r)dr 

(I.E.B), O(t) .''''00 - J,' .t'- ""'(u. VO)(r)dr. 

Proposition 3.1. There holds for all f E Loo 

(3.8) for t > 0 and s > O. 

Proposition 3.2. If m ~ 1, then 

Proposition 3.3. 

holds 

(3,9) 

I I 1 . ,mA $ (2m')I /. I I I .,A lor 011 I E L~(R'), ~ > O. 

Let 1 ~ q ~ 00, j = 0, ±l, ±2,"', rjJ E S and let f E L!/(RZ). Then there 

{ 
C2'jfq 1 I I . ,1 lor all j <: 0, 

II¢;+/II~ $ 
C 1 I 1 ,,1 lor all j $ 0, 

where C is independent 01 q,j and f . Here ¢;(-); 2';¢(2;·), 

Proposition 3.4 (Gronwall's inequality) . Let Al , Az and A3 be nonnegative function on (O ,T) 

with J[ Aj(t)dt < 00 for j = 1,2,3, and let Ao, 1'1,12 be positive constants with 0 < i2 < il < 1. 

Assum. that Z E C([O, T)) and 

0$ z(t) $ Ao+ /.' A1(r)z(r)I- "dr+ J,' A,(r)z(r)I-"'dr+ J,' A3(r)z(r)dr for alL 0 $ t < T. 

Then 
:!1 .L 

z(t) $ { ( A6' + 1'1 J,' AI (r)dr ) " + 'Y2 J,' A,(r)dr} " exp J,' A3(r)dr lor all 0 $ t < T . 

4. OUTLINE OF' THE PROOF OF L~I ESTIMA.TE FOR THE VORTICITY EQUATION 

In this section we sketch the proof of Lemma 1.1. We first fix x E R Z and >. ~ 1. Let 

P E C8"(R') with p(y) ; {~: :::;~" IIVpll~ $ 2, II/l,pll~ $ 4 and let P%,A(Y) ; p(u:;%). We 

easily see that 

(4.10) 
a at (p% ,AV) - /l, (p%,W) + u· V(P%,AV) 

= Pz.)../ + Px.)..8j 9 - 2V'px,>.' V'v - (~Pz,)..)v + u· (Vpz,>.)V. 
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Taking inner product. in L2 (R 2) between (4.10) and Ip%,>.v!p-2 p%,>.v and t.aking supremum of it 

over :z: E R 2, we obt.ain 

(4.11) 
I v(tll :" ~8 { I vo I :" +P 1.' I li p,' I v 1 :~ldr+ p(p: 1) ].' I 9 I ;" I v I :~'dr 

+p 1.'(2;,4 + 2I1u(211~) I v(r) I :"dr} , 

where we used to 

I II :,2> ~ 81 II :", and sup ( r'l, I/ ldYdr) ~ 8 , up ( f'1, IfldYdr) . 
%ER't Jo B{%,2>.j %ER 2 Jo B{z,>.) 

Then Proposition 3.4 with z(t) = I v(t) I :,>. and Proposition 3.2 yield 

I v(t) I p,l ~ I v(t) I p,' 

(4.12) 
~ (2,\')l/p { 81/p I vo I p,l + 81/'(p + 1)1 /' (1.' I 9 I ;,Idr )'/' + 1.' 81 I I p"dr} 

{ 
8· 264 16 f' } x exp --xzt + >: fo lIu(r)lI~dr . 

Now let s E (0, TJ and set ,\ = 1 + 8 + f; lIu(r)lI~dr. Then there holds 

Iv(t}lp,1 ~C(I+S+ [lIu(r)lI~dr)'IP { IVO I.,I+ pl/' (].' 191;,ldr)I/' + 1.' I / l p,ldr } 

for al l 0 < t S sST. Since s E (0,11 is arbitrary, we get the desired est.imate (1.3). 

5. OUTLINE OF' THE PROOF' OF' THEOREM 1 

In th is section we shall sketch the proof of Theorem 1. We use the similar method as in [20J. 

(See a1so SerfatiI19J.) We show that the time-local solution given in Lemma 3.1 can be extended 

to a global one. Thanks to (3.1) and (3.2)' we may assume tto E W 2 ,oo , 00 E B~.l n W 2
,oo and 

assume (u,O) E C(lO, T) ; W',~) x C(lO, T); W,,~ n B!,I)' It suffices to sbow 

(5.1 ) sup (lIu(t)lI~ + 1I0(t)lI.. ) < 00 ;f T < 00. 
O<t<T gO.1 

By the equat ions (3.5) and (l.E.Bh we have 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

1I0(t)lI~ ~ IlOolI~, 

1I0(t)lI.. ~ 110011.. + Ct l/'( sup lIu(r)II~)IIOoll~· 
gO.1 00.1 O~'T~t 

Therefore for (5. 1) we only need to show 

(5.4) sup 1I"(r)lI~ < 00, ;f T < 00. 
O$'T<T 
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Here we recall that the Littlewood-Paley decomposition: 

1= tPN«) + L <'oj(.;) (~ E R', N = 0, ±1, ± 2, " .), 

(5.5) 
j=N 

By (I.B.E). aud (I.E.B), we have foc all 0:; • :; t < T 

J1 = 11""N*e( t-')~u.(8)+ /,t pV .1/JN*e(t-T) D.(U ® U)(T)dT 

(5.6) + /.' t/JN * 0(' -T)6 P (gOT600 + 9 1,T '1· 0(T-T')6(UO)(T')dT') dTt 

< lIu(s)1I00+CI 2
N

( sup lIu(T)lIoo)'(t-.) 
05;T::;t 

+C,lglllOollilo (t - s) + C,Igl2N (sup lIu(T)1I00)1I001l00(t' - s'), 
00.1 05;T::;t 

since 11'1 Pt/JN II L' :; 11'1 Pt/JNII", :; CII'1t/JNII", :; C2N Hece 1(1 denotes Hilldy space. 

To estimate h , we use the Biot-Savalt Law (£;-w,-kw) = -.D.u, which yieldslltPj *ulloo ::; 
C2- j ll¢j * wlloo. Let p ~ 4. Then by this inequality and Proposition 3.3 we have 

00 00 
(5.7) L II¢; * U(t) 1100 :; C L Z-j ll¢; • w(t) 1100 :; C2- N max{2'N/p, 1}lIw(t)IIL:,. 

j=N j=N 

Let s ::; t < min{T, s + I}, (Le. t - s < I). Then Lemma 1.1 and (5.7) yield 

(5.8) J,:; C2-N max{2'N/p, I} (I + ,~~~t lIu(T)lIoo) '/p (lIw(s)IIL:, + pt /'( t - s)I/'lgIIIOolloo) 

for all p;:: 4 and s ::; t < mm{T, S + I}. 

Let hIt) ;: 1 + t + sup lIu(T)lIoo. Then Gathecing the estimates (5.6) and (5.8) with (5.5), 
05;T9 

we obtain 

hIt) :;11(.) + (t -.) + CI2N h(t)'(t - s) 

(5.9) + C,lglllOolioo (t - s) + 2C, lgI2Nh(t) IJOoIl001I(s)(t - s) 
00,' 

+ C,Z-N max{2'N/p, I }h(t)'/P(lIw(s)IIL' + pl /'(t - .)1/'19111 00 1100) 
"' 

for aU p ~ 4 and all O::S s::; t < min{T,s + 1}. 

Now we fix s E [0, T ). Since h(t) is a continuous function , there holds h(t) ~ 2h(s) for t 

sufficiently close to s. Let 

TI (s);: Sllp{T E (0,1' -.) ; hIs + T) :; 2h(.)), (1'1 ('):; l' - s). 

(Since h is a nondecreasing function, h(t) ~ 2h(s) for all s ::; t < s + TJ (8).) Then (5 .9) yields 

(5.10) hIt) < hIs) + ~ + C,2N h(s)'(t - s) + C62- N max{2'N/p, l }h(')'/P(Jlw(,')III,:, + pl/') 
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for all s ~ t < s + minO , "C'llglll~IIBO I T,(s)} and p ~ 4. Here Cs == 4C, + 4C3 1gll190 11 oo and 
~. , 

C, = v'2c, . (1 + IgIlIOolI",,). Now we choose N suitably as follows. 
( )1 _ 1 1_1 

WI h," < 1 ch N > 0 h 2-(l-2/p)N h(.) p Wh 
len SCG(nW(')IlI." +pl/2) _ ,we oose _ sue as .... 8C,(U .... C .. ,UL" +pl/'l)' . en 

~I ~I 

h(,)'-i N ch 2-N h(.)'-i h I 
sc,CII...,(,)!I

L
, +pl/'l) > I, we choose :5 - 1 su . as ..... SC,(II",,(')!I

L
, +pll2)' Then t e ast term 

~I ~ 

of (5.10) is smaller than 1/(8h(s)). Therefore, since! :::; ~h(s), we obtain 

hIt) < 13 h(s) + C, max { (lIw(s)II L' +pI/2)~, (lIw(s)IIL' + pI/2)h(S)~} h(s)(t - 5) 8 ,,/ .. , 

for al l s ~ t < s + min {k, 4C21glUboiliio ,1'1 (s)} and p 2:: 4. Here C7 = 2C:;(8C6 + 1)2. Hence we 
~. , 

ha.ve 

(5.11) 
15 . 

hIt) < 8h(s) for alls ~ t < s + mm{a(s,p) TI(S)}, 

where 

Obviously from the definition of TI (s) we obtain TI Is) ~ minI a{s, p), T - s} and hence 

(5.12) hIt) ~ 2h(s) for all s ~ t ~ 5 + min{o(s,p), T - s}. 

We note that this estimate holds for all s E (0, T) and p ~ 4. 

Let 11k = k + 4 and {tdr,.,o be the increasing sequence defined by 

Now we assume that 

(5.13) O(t"Pk) < T - t, for all k = 0, 1,2,··· ,(i.e. , t'+1 < T for all k = 0, 1,2,···). 

Then by (5.12) we have 

(5.14) 

and hence 

(5.15) 
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Since tk = l:J:ci 6(tJ , pj) ~ l:;:ci ~ :$ Ck l/2 and since IIw(O)II L.', ~ 1("2/Pllwo ll oo , by 
~ . 

Lemma 1.1 and (5.15) we see 

IIw(',)II.:r 5 C (1 + ,,(1 + o~~f,.lIu(T)lIoo)) 'I" (liwolll.:r + r!/',!/'lglIJ9olloo) 

5 C[2k l /'h(")['/"(lIwoll,, + k'/4IgIII001l00) L., 
5 C(2k l /')'/(k+4)h('k)'/"(lIwoIiLoo + k'/4IgllJ901l00) 

5 Ch(0)1/'k'/4(lIwoIiLoo + Ig11l801l00) 

T herefore we observe that for all large k 

{ ( 

1 ) (k+4)/(k+2) 
6(tk,Pk) ~ C min k3/4 

'-I 
(5.16) "= L: .!('j,Pj) '" Ck l

/., 
j=O 

which contradicts t.he assumption T < 00. 

Hence we see that if T < 00, there exists some integer m such that. 

which and (5.12) yield 

(5.17) 

6(tm ,Prn) 2: T - tm, (i.e.,4n+J 2: T), 

h(') 5 2h(',) for all 'E It"~ T). 

This implies the desired estimate (5.4) and proves Theorem 1. 

R e mark. Moreover, letting T = 00, we have by (5. 14) and (5.16) 

h(Ck l /4) 5 h(tk) 5 2'11(0) for all k = 1,2,··· , 

which implies 

(5.18) lIu(')lIoo 5 C (lluolioo + 1) exp(C,4) 

for all , > o. 
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Lq_L r estimates of solution to the parabolic Maxwell 

equations and their application to the magnetohydro
dynamic equations' 

N orikazu Yamaguchi 

Department of Mathematical Sciences, Graduate School of Science and Engineering. 
'Wascda University, Ohkubo 3·4-1 , Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-8555. Japan. 

1. Introduction and main results 

Let n be a simply connected and unboullded domain in the three d imensional Euclidean 
space R 3 whose boundary an is a compact and suffic ient ly smooth hypersurface. Suppose 
lhat there is sOllle Ro > 0 slIeh lhat ao c 8 .. (0) = {x E R311xl < Ro} . In this paper 
W(' are cOllccmed with the ini tial boundary value problem of the magncLOhydrodynamic 

equations in n x (0. 00) concerning the velocity vector field v = (tIl (7, t ). 1'2 (x, t ). U3(X, t )). 
the magnetic vector potenlial H = (lf l(x , t ). fi1(x , t) , Ha(x,t)) and the scalar pressure 
I' = 1'(x, t ): 

u, -~u+(II· V)II+ Vp + H xellrlH=O in Ox (0,00) . 

H, + curl curl H + ("II. V )ll - (H . V )u = 0 111 Ox (0. 00), 

div u = 0, div H = 0 111 o X (0. (0), (~1HD ) 

u =0. curl H x /I = O. V· H =0 on ao x (0.00). 

u(x.O) =a. H(J-.O) =1> 'II 0. 

Here a = (. ,(.),a,(x),(13(.)) and b = (b,(£).I>,(X).1>3(X)) arc prescribed initial dala 
and /1 is t he unit oU lwanl norma l 011 Dn. We impose the perfect ly conduct ing wall 
condi tion on lhe lIlagnclic vector potentia] on the boundary. T he perfect ly conducting 
wall condition 111('11115 that the obstacle. R !\ \ fl. is the perfert conductor body. The 
magnctohydrodynami<.: c<llIations wcn' proposed hy Cowling [3] or Landau and Lifshitz 

'This is joint work with Prof. , .. , Shibata of \\'use<ia University. 
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POJ- They /lre known to be one of the mathematical model describing the motion of 
\'i8cou5 incompressible resistive fluid. 

The main purpose of this paper is to show the global solvability of (MHO). The 
initial boundary value problem of the magne t.ohydrodynamic equations was treated in a 
bounded domain by the Galerkin method. However, in general the Galerkin method docs 
lIot work well in the unbounded domain casco Thus we shall take another approach. On 
the other hand, there arc some works in exterior domain . Zhao [17) considered (MHD) 
with non perfect conduct.or hody, that is t he boundary condition of the magnetic vector 
potential is replaced by the homogeneous Dirichlet condition. However from a physical 
viewpoint. t,he case of the perfectly conducting wall is also important. The author knows 
only t,he result by Kozono [9} concerning t.he perfectly conducting wall case , where the 
weak solu tion was dealt with . There has been no work on t he global strong solvabili ty 
to the (MHD) in the exterior domain. 

Our approach is based on the argument of T. Kato [8J, Kato proved the global 
solvability of the Cauchy problem of the Navier-Stokes equations in RN (N 2: 2) with 
small ini tial ve locity with respec t to LN -llorm. The argument of Kato is based on the 
estimates of various Lq-norm of the Stokes semigroup. In particular Lq-U' type estimates 
play crucial role in it. The argument of Kato was extended to the case of exterior domain 
by lwashi ta [il. Our aim of this talk is to show the global solvability of (MHD), by use of 
the argument of Kata and lwashita which is known to work well in exterior domain. In 
order to do this, one of the main points is r,o study the linearized problems corresponding 
to (~IHD). They are consisted of two systems of equations. First is the system of well 
known l1ollsta tionary Stokes equations and second is the system of the ~.'Iaxwell equations 
of parabolic type with perfect ly conducting waJl condition: 

1J, + curl curlu. = 0 III fl x (0,00) , 

divl/=O III fl x (0,00), 

curl'lL X II = 0 on ofl x (0,00), (PM) 

V·1I.=O on of! x (0. 00). 

u(x,O) = b on fl. 

Here It = (u,(J: , t), 1l..{:r.t), U3 (X. t ))) is unknown vector valued function and b is a pre
scribed initial fun ction . In order to derive good linear estimates, we have to study the 
parabolic Maxwell equations (PM). The parabolic Maxwell equations are important not 
only for (~IHD) but also for another equat.ions involving the Maxwell equations. For 
l'xample, the time depcndellL Giuzburg-Landau-Maxwell superconductivity model and 
the magneto-micro polar fliliel equations. 

Defore slating our main results we shall introduce some notations. Let 1 < q < 00. 
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It is well known that the Banach space L9(fl)3 admits the Helmholtz decomposition: 

Here 

L' (O)' = L: (O) Ell G'(O), Ell: direct SUIIl. 

L:(O) = {/ E Co(O)'1 div f _ 0 in O} II'II",n~ , 
C'(O) = {/ E L' (O)'I f = Vp for some J1 E £~(O)}. 

By the assumption Ihat ail is sufficiently smooth , the space L!(il) is characterized as 
(see e.g., Caldi [6, Chapter 3]) 

£:(0) = {/ E £'(0 )" I div f = 0 in 0, v· f = 0 on aO}. 

Let P = Pq,n he a continuous projection rrom L9 (il}3 onto L!(.o) and let us define the 
operators A and 8 as rollows: 

D(A) = L:(O) n W"' (O)' n Wd"(O)' . 

.'Iv = -P':'v for v E D("), 

D (B) = L:(O) n {l/ E 11" "(0)'1 curl l/ X" = 0 on aO}. 

Bl/ = P(curl curl l/ ) = curl curl l/ for l/ E D(B). 

From Akiyama, Kasai. Shibata and M. Tsutsmui [I] . Borchers and Soh r [2] and Miyakawa 
[12 , 13] both -.4 and -8 generate bounded analytic semigrollps fe - tAl and {e-tB} in 
L!(.o), respectively. By lise of operators .4 and 8 , (.MHO) is converted into the following 
system of integral equations: 

v(t) = ,-IA" _ l' .-(I~)A P[(V(T)' V )V(T) + l/(T) x curl f1 (T)] dT, 

fI (t) = . - IBb - l' .-(1- . )8 P[( V(T) . V )fI (r) - ( l/ (T)' V )v(r)] dT. 
(INT) 

In analyzing (INT) we re<luire L9_Lr ~stilUates for the semigroup fe-tAl and {e-tB} . 
The first was already proved by Iwashita (see also Marcmonti and SOIOllllikov [11] and 
Enomoto and Shibata 15)). Therefore we have to do is to derive L9_U cstirnates for the 
semigroup {e-IB}. 

\Ve are now in a position to statc our main results. The first result is concerned with 
the local cnergy decay property for the scmigroup {e-tS }. 

Theorem 1.1 (Loca l energy decay). Let 1 < q < 00. For any R > Ro and any integer 
m ~ 0, there exists C = C(q . R,m) > 0 such that 

1I();"e- 'B fllw' .• (n. ) ~ C I -(J/2+m )lIfIlLOtn). t ~ 1. 

for any f E L:(O) n L1«fI), where 0. = 0 n B. and L1«O) = {'It E L' (O)' I It = 
o for Ixl ~ R}. 
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By use of Theorem 1.1, one can obtain the fo llowing Lq_Lr estimates for {e-tB }. 

Theorem 1.2 (L4_L" estimates) . 
(i) Let 1 ~ q ~ r ~ 00 and (q.r ) ¥ (1, 1),(00,00). Then there erists C = C(q," ) > 0 
such that 

for any f E L: (a). 
(ii ) Let 1 < q ~ r ~ 3. Then there exists C = C(q, r ) > 0 such that 

lI'1e-·n fIlL' (n) ~ CCW- :) - lll flb (n), t > 0 

for any f E L:(a). 

The basic idea to prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 is similar to that of Iwashita {7} 
which deals with the nonstationary Stokes e(luations. However the boundary condition of 
( P~'[ ) . perfectly conducting wall condition, is quite different from the boundary condition 
of the Stokes equations that is houlogcneous Dirichlet condition} nonslip boundary con
dition. Therefore in constructing the parametrix of the resolvent problem corresponding 
to (PM) (sec (2.1)L we have to introduce a new idea which is based on a theorem due 
'0 von Wa hl [16, Theorem 3.21. 

The foUowing result by Jwashita. is concerning the Lq_Lr estimates for the Stokes 
scmigroup. which is refined by Marcmonti and Solonnikov and Enomoto and Shibata. 

Theorem 1.3 (17, 11 , 5]). 
(i) Let 1 ~ q ~ ,. ~ 00 and (q, r) ¥ (1, 1). (00,00). Then there exists C = C(q.r) > 0 
such that 

for any f E L: (a). 
(ii) Let 1 < q ~ ,. ~ 3. Then there exists C = C(q. r ) > 0 such that 

lI '1e-" f IlL'(n) $ ccW-lHll f IlL.(nl· t > 0 

for any f E L: (fl). 

Combining Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 we obtain the global solvability of (MHD) 
with small initial data. 

Theorem 1.4. There exists a constant, > 0 such that if (a, b) E L; (fl) x L; (a) and 
lI (a,b)lh < f.. then a unique strong solution (u, H) to (MHD) erists and satisfies the 
following properties: 

t(I -3/. I/'(u, H ) E n C([o.oo); L: (a) x L: (a)) for any q, 3 ~ q ~ 00, (1.1 ) 

tl /' '1 (u. H) E BC([O,oo): L3(a) x L'(a)). (1.2 ) 
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where Ben denotes the class of bounded continuous functions. Aillhe values in (1.1 )
(1.2) vanish at t = 0 except for q = 3 in (1.1 ), and in case IJ = 3, (,,(0). H(O)) = (a, b). 

2. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.1 

As stated in the previous section. in view of argument of Iwashi ta we know that once 
obtaining the local energy decay, by cut-off tecimiqlle we have Lq_L-r estimates. Therefore, 
in this section we wlll give a sketch of our proof of Theorem 1.1. 

To prove Theorem 1.1 we have to study t.he resolvent problem corresponding to (PM). 
In view of Miyakawa [12}, to do this it is suffices to study t.he following Lapla.ce resolvent 
system with perfectly conducting wall condition: 

{

AU - "'" = f in il, 
Cllri U x v = 0 on 8il, 

v . u. = 0 on ail. 
(2.1 ) 

Here>. E E. = (>. E C \ {OJ II arg AI < ~ -', 0 < , < ~/2} and f = (I, (x),/,(x), h (')) 
is given function. Our aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1. Let 1 < q < 00 and In be a nonnegalive integer. There exists solu
tion opemtor R(A) E B(W;,P(il), wm+1,p(ilRH )) such that R (A) depends on A E E. 
meromorphically and has the following properties: 

(i) The set A of the poles is discrete. 

(ii) Il = R(A )f is a solution of (2.1) for A E E, \ 1\ and f E W;;"P(il ). 

(iii ) R(A) E B(W;'P(il) . Wm+1,p( fl )) for each A E E. \ 1\ . 

(iv) Let E,(J) = (>. E E, IIAI < o). There exists 00 > 0 such that E,(oo) n 1\ = 0 and 
R(A) has the following expansion of A E E.(Jo) in B (W;'P(il) . Wm+',P(ilR )) : 

R (A) = A' /'C, +C,(A) + A'/'C,(A). (2.2) 

Here C, E B (W;,p (il) . wmH"(iln)), C,(>.) is B (W;"P (il), WmH,P (fln )) ·valued 
holomorphic function of A E E.(Jo) and C,(A) is bounded. 

Here W;;"P(il) = (J E wm,p(il) If = 0 for kl > R}. 

In order to prove Theorem 2.1. firsl, of all we construct the paramctrix to (2.1). Choose 
a positive number R > 0 such that, R > Ro + 3. Here Ro is introduced ill the previolls 
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sec lion . Lei 41 be a mapping of 1 E Lq(ilR+:1) to uni<llIe so lution 11 E lV2.p(ilR+:J) of the 
following prohh'l1I: 

{ 

-.),u = I ill nR+3 , 

curl tl x /) = 0 on ailR+3 , 

v· u = 0 on ailR+3. 

Theil <l> E B(L'(nR+3 ), H",' (nR+3)), Put I' E C,f(R 3) such that I' = I for Ixl S R + 1 
and = 0 for Ixl!': R + 2, For f E L'(n), let IR+3 be the restriction of I to flR+3 and let 
10 be the zero extension of 1 to R3

, that is. 10 = f in nand 10 = 0 in R:l \ il. Let us 
define nn operator A(>.) by 

(2,3) 

Here Rop.) denotes the solution operator to >''ll - 6.u = 1 in R J (The properties of Ho(>.) 
is stated in Murata [14)), For .4('\)1 we have 

{

(,I - t.).4 (A)1 = 1+5(,1)1 III n, 
curl (A('\)!) x v = 0 on afl, 

v' (A(A)!) = 0 on afl, 

where 

From the definition of the cut-off function 1,', suppS(>')! C flRH . If! E V:r+2( J7 }, then 
by the Fourier multiplier theorem <HId the property of Ro{>'), we obta in 

Lemma 2,2, The inverse (I + 5(,\)) -1 011 + 5( ,1) exists as a B(L~dfl), L\;+,(fI)) 
valued meromorphic junction of >. E Ee . The set A of pole3 is discrete and has no 
intersection with Ee{dO) for some 60 > O. Furthermore, (I + 5(>.)) - 1 has the same type 
of expansion as (2.2). 

This lemma will follow from the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.3. 1 + 5(0) h .. the bounded inverse (I + 5(0))- 1. 

Defore staling the proof of Lemma 2.3 1 we introduce the following uniqueness result 
which will be required in the proof of Lem ma 2.3. 
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Proposition 2.4. Let 1 < q < 00. Suppose that 11 E " ' I!:Cil) satisfies 

{ 

-Llv = 0 in D, 

Cllrl It X /1 = 0 on an, 
/1' u. = 0 on Dn, 

and u(x) = O(/xl-'), V u(x) = O(/xl- '). Then u = 0 in D. 

(2.4 ) 

Remark 2.5. The assumption that fl is simply connected is essentially required to prove 
Proposition 2.4 only. 

Proof of Proposition 2.4. By virtue of the local theory for the ellipt ic equations , one can 
take 11 E l-V1!::(.(]) for any r E ( 1~00). In particular. now we take u E ~r~2(.o). \Ve 

consider a fUDction 1/1 E CoCR:!) with the properties 0 :5 1f.l(X) :5 I, IfI(X) = 1 fo r 
Ixl ~ 1/2 and = 0 for Ixl ~ I and define ¢ R(X) := V(x/ R). According to t he weU known 
formula a.u. = V div tI - curl curl '1/. the div(>rgence theorem and the assumption w(' get 

0= r -LlU· ,pRUdx= r curlU · (V lbRXtJ)dx + r (divu)(Vl"R·u )dx Jn JnR JnR 

+ r ¢R[(div u)' + curl II . curlu] c/J'. In. 
Since supp IVR C {x E R ' I R/2 < Ixl < R}. we have 

lin. curl II' (V WR x u)dx + In. (div II)(V ~' R' lI)dXI ~ ;. 

T herefore letting R -t 00, we have II c llrlllll ~l(n) + II div "lIi2( n) = O. T his impl ies t hat 
curl" = 0 and eliv u = 0 ill n and moreover by virt.lIc of theorem due to \'on \Vahl II 61. 
we obtain Vu = O. Hence u = const in n. From the assumption that u satisfies v· u = 0 
on an, we have u = 0 in n in n. This completes t he proof. I 

Now we sha ll show Lemma. 2.3. 

Proof of Lemma 2.3. Since the operator 5(0) is compact . by the Fredholm alternative 
t.heorem it suffices to show injectivi ty of 1 +5(0). Let us pick up f E L~+2{n) so that 
(J + S(O»I = O. Then it follows from (2.3) . .'1(0)1 satisfies (2.4) and moreover .'1(0)1 
has the properties that A(Oll = O(lrl - ') and V (A(O)f) = 0(1"1- '). Therefore from 
Proposition 2.4, 04(0)/ = O. Namely we have 

(1 - ,,)Ro (O)/o +,,<1> IR+, = 0 in D. 
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By the definjtion of the cnt-off function ~ we have 4>1 R+3 = 0 for Ixl :5 R + 1 and 
Ro(O)/o = 0 for Ixl ~ R + 2. Put w = 1> IR+, for x E fiR+> and = 0 for x ¢ fl. T hen w 
sat isfies 

{ 

-D", w = 10 in BR+3, 

curl w x v = 0 0 11 8BR+3• 

v· w = 0 0 11 8BR+3. 

On the other hand, from R(O)/o = 0 for Ixl ~ R + 2, we also have 

{ 

-D.Ro (O)/o = 10 'Il 

curi (Ro (O)/o ) x " = 0 OIl 

". (Ro(O)/o) = 0 on 

Hence we obtain w = Ro(O)/o in fl R+3 . Therefore 

BR+3 , 

8BR+3 , 

88R+3-

0 = A(O)I = Ro (O)/o + 1'(1) I R+3 - Ro(O) /o ) = Ro(O) / o. 

This implies /0 = 0 in fl. I 

Proal 01 umma 2.2. Let AI = 11(1 + S(A)) - ' II. where II . II denotes the operator norm. 
From the fact that S(>') is continuous in E( U {O}, there is some 60 > 0 such that 
IIS(A) - 5(0)11 < 112M for a ny A E E,(Jo). Hence, for A E E, (Jo), 

~ 

(I + S(AW ' = l)(I + StoW' (5(0) - S( A)W(I + S(OW'· (2.5 ) 
j = 1 

Since SP) is holomorphic in >. E ~( l by analytic Fredholm 's alternative theorem (see 
c.g., Dunford and Schwartz 14 , p. 592, Lemma 13]) we obtaill (I +S(>.))- I for any ,\ E Ef 
as a meromorphic function and we see that the set A of poles is discrete in Et . The 
expansion of (J + S(>.))- I follows from that of t.he expans ion of Ro P). Lemma 2.3 and 
(2.5). I 

With help of above resul ts, we prove Theorem 2.1. 

Proolol Theorem 2.1. Define R(A) by 

R(A ) = A(A)( J + S(A)) - '. (2.6) 

Then the assertions arc immediately derived from the expansion of RoPL Lemma 2.2 
and (2.6). I 
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In the rest of this paper. we sha ll state the strategy of t he proof of Thcorcm 1.1. Let 
0 < f < €1 < 7rj2 and h!L "{ be a contour as fo llows: 'Y = 1 1 U A/2. where 

" = pEe I 0 < IAI " Jo/2·1 arg AI = IT - ,,). 

12 = pEe IIAI > Jo/2·1 arg AI = 1r - ,, }. 

Accord ing to Theorem 2.1. the semigroup e-tB is represented as 

.-'8 = ? 1 .1 e1'R(A) dA + 211 e1'(A + B )- ' riA, 
_1rt ")'\ 7r1 .,., 

in L~(f}) n L';,+2(f}). To prove Theorem 1.1 ) we introduce the following well known 
lemma concerning the gamma function r (u). 

Lemma 2.6. For q > 0 and t > 0, it holds that 

Finally combining Theorem 2.1 and L-emma 2.6. we have thc \ocal encrgy decay 
property of the semigroup e- fB ) T heorem 1.1. 
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BLOW-UP OF SOLUTIONS OF QUASILINEAR PARABOLIC 
EQUATIONS WITH LO CALIZED REACTIONS 
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Let R > 0 and 

(I ) 

We shall consider the initial boundary value problem for the quasilincar parabolic 

c<luation with both a non local source (locali zed reaction) bu'l(xo. t) and a. local source 

auP, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4 ) 

u, = l'."m + au' + bu' (xo , t) , (x, t) E 8 x (0,1') , 

u(x, t) =0, (x,t)E8Bx(0,T), 

,,(x, D) = uo(x) , x E 8, 

where Ut = au/at, 6. is the N-dimensional Laplacian, p. q > 111 ~ I, a. b > 0, 

Xo E Band uo(x) ~ 0 in B. We asslI me that uo(x) = ".(") E G(B) (,. = Ixl) is a 

radially symmetric function in x E 8 and a non-increasing funct ion in ,. ~ O. and 

"o(R) = O. 

We shall on ly consider non-negative weak sol utions II. = u(x, t ). 

Under these conditions, a non-negat.ive weak solution of (2)-(4) exists locally in 

time (See [4] and [10] for m = 1 and [12] for m ~ 1 ). When m = 1, non-negative 

solut ions of (2)-(4) are unique (See [31 and [10]). \"' hen m > 1, we do not know 

whether or not non-negat ive solutions of (2)-(4) are un ique (But , when b = 0, the 

uniqueness of solutions can be proved [11). 

Moreover, we see that the solution u(.c . t) blows lip in Rnte t ime for large initial 

d.La (SL'e [31. [101 (m = I) and 1121 (m > I) fo r a = 0 and see e.g. [7] for b = 0). 
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Namely, for some T E (0, (0), 

(5) lim lIu(·, tllIL~(BI = 00. 
'rr 

We say this time T the blow-up time. 

We are interested in the shape of the blow-up set S of a. blow-up solution of (2)- (4): 

(6) S = {x E B I there exists a sequence (xm,tm) E B x (0, T) 

satisfying Xm -+ x, tm t T and u(xnl! lm) -+ 00 as m -+ oo}. 

Each x in S is called jla. blow-up point" of u. 

When a = 0, we see that the blow-up solution of (2)-(4) blows up in whole domain 

B (See [2, 3, 10] for m = 1 and [12] for m > I). Namely, 

(7) 

We call this phenomena "total blow-up". 

On the other hand, when b = 0, it is well known that if u(x, t) is non-decreasing 

in t ~ 0 (When m = l , this assumption is not required), the blow-up solution goes 

to infinity only at 'he origin (see [13] [5] [6] for m = 1 and [8] for m > I) . Namely, 

(8) S = {OJ. 

We cal l this blow-up phenomena j'single point blow-up" . 

So, we consider the initial boundary value problem (2)-(4) wilh a , b > O. Then , we 

are interested in the problem wbetber total blow-up or single point blow-up occurs 

according to the relat ions of the values of p and q. 

On th is problem, when m = 1 Okada-Fukuda 19] obtain the interesting results: 

When Xo = 0, 

(1) Let p > q+l. Let ¢>(x) be an eigenfunction corresponding to the first eigenv-dlue 

of -6. with zero Dirichlet condition. If for some J-I > 0 

(9) 

then the blow-up solution of (2)-(4) blows up only at the origin, namely, S = {OJ; 

(I I) Let 1) :$ q+ 1. t hen the blow-up solution blows up in whole domai n B, namely, 

S = /3; 

When Xo #- 0, 
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(I) Let p > q + 1. If (9) holds then t he blow-up solution of (2)-(4) blows up only 

a.t the origin , namely, S = to} ; 
(II ) Let p < q. Let Ixol < rl < Rand 0 < ' 0 < I. If 

(10) ~~ ~ 0 in B x (0, T ) 

and 

(11 ) tio(rl) ~ eo·uo(O) and 1.1.0(0) is la rge enough , 

then the solution of (2) ·(4 ) blows up in whole domain B, namely, S = 8. 

Thus, when m = I, in Lhe case Xo = 0, they showed thai p = q + 1 is the cut off 

"straight line" between the cases where single point blow-up occurs and single point 

blow-up does not occurs. But, in the case Xo -=f:. 0, they can not see clearly which 

blow-up phenomena occurs or not, especially, when p - 1 ~ q ~ p. 

So, t he main purpose of this paper is to solve these problems completely in the 

case Xo -=f:. 0 and to extend these results to the case m ~ 1. \Ve summarize our 

results as follows: 

Theorem 1. Assum e (t , b > 0 and 7), q > m ~ I . 

(I) Assum.e 1) > q. If tt (x . t ) is ltOtl·dec l'easing ill l 2:: 0 fol' each :r E B then the 

blow· up solulion of (2)· (4) blows up only al lhe 01·igin. awl is, S = {O}; 

(II) Assume p < q. 

(i) If (11 ) holds Ihen Ihe solution of (2) -(4) blolUs up in whole domain B , Ihal 

is.S=B. 

(ii) Th e/·e exists a solution of (2) ·(4) 8uch thai i f blo ws up only al the origin, 

thai is, S = {o} . 

Ilemar~' 2. '""hen Tn = I . in ( I) or Theorem 1 we do not need the assumption that 

u(x,t ) is non-decreasing in l ~ 0 rOI" each J: E B. 

Remark 3. There exists a solu tioll 'It(.!".l) or (2)-(4) sllch t hat it is nOll-decreasing in 

l 2:: 0 rOf each x E B. ir t.he inequality 

(12) ~ u~' + u~ + u~ (J:o) ~ 0 in 8 
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.. 

holds in the next sense: For any bounded domain D C 8 with smooth boundary 

aD, and nonnegative r,o(x) E C2(D) which vanishes 011 t he boundary aD, 

(13 ) j{u;;'I'>'P+u:'P+U:(XO)'P}dX- !. uoa"'P dS ~ O 
D 8D 

where 11 denotes the ouLer unit normal to the boundary. 

Namely, in the case where m = 1 and Xo i- 0, we see that ]J = q is t he cuL off 

"straight line" between the cases where single pint blow-up occurs and single point 

blow-up does not occurs. This result seems to be very interesting, since the cut off 

"st raight lines" a re diffe rent between t he cases Xo -=F 0 and Xo :::: 0, when m = 1. 

Rem ark 4. We can not get any result in t he case where p = q. 

Remark 5. If p, q < 171 then the solution of (2)-(4) exists globally in Lime [121. 

Thus, we completely solve the open problem when Xo =I 0 in Okada-Fukuda [9], 

except for the case 1} = q. We nole that even if m = 1 (semi linear case), lhe results 

of the existence of single point blow-up solutions where p < CJ are new. It seems to 

be inleresling lhat the problem has bot h a single point blow-up solutiO!) and a lotal 

blow-up solution by only choosing initial data tlo as in (II ), since the other problems 

do not have such phenomena. 

Our methods which arc based on the ma.ximulTl princi ple, are essentially due to 

Fujita-Chen [61 ror t he proof of (I) or Theorem I and due to Okada-Fukuda [9J ror 

t he proof of (i) of (I) in Theorem 1. Bu t, we can not apply thei r methods directly, 

since our equat ion is degenerate at u = 0 and some of our results are refinem.ents of 

thei r results. 

Finally, we mention the existence, uniqueness and (l.oLal) blow-up of local solu

t ions of (2)-(4) more in detail. 

'fhe existence of local solutions of (2)-(4) was shown by Cannon-Yin [4] when 

m = 1. Souplct [10] extcnded their results lo more general form which contain 

various non local problems. But , in quasilinear case m > 1 there are few papers 

studying these problems and we show the existence of local solu tions of (2)-(4) in 

t lte qll<lsilinear case in [12]. 

The uniqueness of local solutions was studied by Chadal1l- Peirce-Yin [3] and Sou

plet PO] (fo r more general equat ions) when m = 1. \\Then m. > I and b = 0, t he 
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uniqueness of local solutions was studied by Aronson-Cral1dall-Peletier [1]. When 

m > 1 and b > 0, however, there are few papers studying the uniqueness of solutions 

and we can not show it . So, our discussions are derived wit.hout using the uniqueness 

of local solu t ions of (2) when m> I. 

The existence of blow-up solutions of (2)-(4) was a lso shown in [3] and [10] in the 

case m :;:; I. It. was shown in [3J t hat if initial data 'uo(x) is large enough in t he 

neighborhood of fixed Xo, then t he solu t ion of (2)-(4) blows up in finite time. The 

results from [3J was extended in PO] to moving %0 :;:; xo(t ). We note that in [1 0] t he 

ass umptions that initial data uo(x) is large enough in the neighborhood of Xo is not 

required. In [12] we also obtain the blow-up results which a re the extensions of [10] 

to m > l. 

Further , when m :;:; 1 and a = 0, it was a lso shown in 13J (see aJ so [II ]) t hat 

the blow-up solution of (2)-(4) blows up in whole domain B. In [12] we extend the 

results from [3] and Ill] to quasi linear case m > I. 
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1 Introduction 

This is based on the author 's recent work with R. Magnanini. We study the 
relat ion between t he initial behavior of solut ions of diffusion equat ions and 
sym metries of domains. '!/lie deal with the porOllS medium equation and the 
heat equation. 

Concerning the porous medium equation, we consider the flow of a gru; 
into a bounded porous container n with smooth boundary an. Initially n is 
empty a nd at all Limes the density of the gas is kept constant on an. Choose 
a number R> 0 sufficiently smaJ l La have Lhat, for any point x in n having 
distance R from an, the closed ball B with radius R centered at x intersects 
an only at one point.. vVe show Lhat if Lhc gas content of all such balls B is 
constant. at each given time, then n mus t. be a balL 

Concerning the heat equation, we consider a convex and polygonal heat 
conductor n whose inscribed circle touches every side of an. Initially n has 
zero temperature and at all times the temperature is kept consLant on an. 
The cold spot is the point at which the temperature nttains its minimum 
at each given time. It is proved that , if the (;Old spot is stationary, then 
n must satisfy two geometric conditions. In particular, we show that these 
geometric condit.ions yield some symmetries provided n is either pentagonal 
or hexagollaL 

First , we consider the porous mediulll eqU<ltiOll. Let n be a bounded 
domain in )RN I N ~ 2, with smooth boundary an. The physical situation 
can be modeled as the following init.ial-bouudary value problem for the porous 
mediulIl equation: 

11/ = i::l.u'" 111 n x (0,00) , 
11 = 1 on an x (0, 00), 

,, = 0 on n x {O}, 
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.. 

where tL = u(x: t) denotes the normalized density of the gas at a point x E n 
and at a time t > 0, und m > 1 is a constant. Existence and uniqueness of the 
weak solu tion are guaranteed by the standard theory for the porous medium 
equation. Since the duffusivi ty mum-I vanishes with ti, an important feature 
of the solution is that the fiow propagates disturbance from Tcst with finite 
speed. See [Arl. Therefore, it is known that for any point x E n there exists 
a l ime T(x) > 0 satisfying 

{ 
-0 

u(x,t) ~ 0 
for all t E 10, T (x)], 
for all t E (T(x), 00). 

( 1.4) 

For any point x E fl , define the function d = d(x) by 

d(x) = inf{lx - yl : y E Dfl}. (1.5) 

This function d(x) denotes the distance between x and an. For each p > 0, 
set 

flp = (x E fl : d(x) < pl. (1.6) 

Since an is smooth and compact, there exists a number 0 > 0 such that 

'Ix E fl, 3 1 Y = y(x) E Dfl with d(x) = Ix - y(x)l; (1.7) 
1 

max K,(y) < -Ii for any y E Dfl, (1.8) 
I ~~N-l 

where "'I (y),' .. ,I'iN_ l (y) denote the principal curvatures of an at yEan 
with respect to the illterior normal direction to no Let us quote a theorem 
from C. Cortaz.r, M. Del Pi no, and M. Eigueta ICDE] (see Theorem 1.1 , p. 
134). 

T heore m 1.1 (iCDEJ) There .,ists a number '0 > 0 such that for any 

IE f! to 
T(x) = d'{To - H(y(x))T1d + o(el)), el = el(x) , (1.9) 

where To, TI moe 1JOsllioue con.stants depending only on m , and H (y(x» = 
N - I 
L K,(y(X)). 
J"" I 

Combining this theorem with Aleksandrov's sphere theorem (sec Theorem 
3. 1) yield 

Corollary 1.2 Suppose lhat there exists a number p > 0 such that, for any 
Tlai,· of POl7lts x , Z E fl" el(r) = d(z) implies T(x) = T(z). Then fl mmt be 
a ball. 
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One purpose of this talk is to report another sphere theorem. Take a 
number R > 0 with 0 < R < 6, where () is the Humber given in (1.7) and 
(1.8). Set 

r R=(xEn: d(x)=Rj. ( 1.10) 

Then we have from (1.7) 

BR(X) n an = (y (x)) for any x E fR ' (1.11) 

where BR(X) denotes an open ball in JRN centered at x and with radius R. 
Our sphere theorem is the following. 

Theorem 1.3 Suppose ihai there exists a funciion a : (0,00) ~ (0,00) 
satis/ymg 

J u(z, t) dz = a(i) for any x ErR and for any i > O. ( 1.12) 

Then n musi be a ball. 

This theorem is shown by combining the following lemma with Aleksandrov 's 
sphere theorem. 

Lemma 1.4 For any x E fn, as t - + 0 
, 

i-"1" J u(z,i) dz ~ C(m,N) {IJ (~ -~,(y(X») } -' 
BId:!: ) ]-1 

( 1.13) 

whe7·e c(m, N) is a positive constant depending only on Tn and N , and y(x) E 
an is a poini given in (1.7). 

Next, let us consider the heat equation. Let n be Ii bounded convex 
domain in JRN. The physical si tuation can be modeled as the following initial
boundary value problem for the heat equ8.Lion: 

Ut = 6 'ft 111 n x (0,00), 
u = 1 0 11 an x (0,00), 

u = 0 0 11 n x (0), 

(1.14) 
( 1.15) 

( 1.16) 

where u = ·u(x, t) denotes the normalized temperature at. a point. x E nand 
at a time t > O. Since n is convex, a result of [BLI shows t.hat. log(l - u(x, t)) 
is concave in x, which) together with the analyticity of u in x, implies that 
for each time t > 0 there ex ists a unique point. x(t.) E n sat isfy ing 

(x E n: V'u(.r, i) = OJ = (x(i)}. ( 1.17) 
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The point x(l) is the unique cold spot for each time t > O. Put I = {x E n : 
d(x) = Illaxd(y)), where d is t he function defined by (1.5). Then , we have 

,En 

dist(x(t), I) ~ 0 as t ~ +0, (1.18) 

since the function -4t1og u(x. t) attains its maximum at x = x( l) for each 
t > 0 and a result of Varadban [VI shows that 

-4t logll(x, t) ~ d(x)' as t ~ + 0 uniformly on n. (1.19) 

In conclusion, the cold spot x(t) starts from I . Also, as t -t 00, x(t) tends to 
the point at which a positive first eigenfunction of - 6 with the homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary cond ition attains its maximum . There was a conjecture 
of I<lam kin concerning the behavior of the cold spot. Por simplicity, let n 
conta in the origin. The conjecture of Klamkin [1<1] staled that if t he origin is 
a stationa ry cold spot, that is, if x(t) =: 0, then n must be centro-symmet.ric 
with respect to the origin . This was denied by Gulliver-Willms [GW] and 
Kawohl [I<a]. A typicaJ counterexample is an equilateral t.ri angle in t.he plane. 
After that Chamberland-Siegel [CS} posed the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 1.5 (Chamberland- Siegel) If the origin is a stationary cold 
SI}ot in a bounded convex domain fl, then n is invariant under the action of 
an essential subgroup G of orthogonal tmnsformations. 

A subgroup G' is said to be essential if, for every x =F 0, there exists an 
element g E G such that gx =F x . Of course, the condition t hat n is invariant 
under the action of an essential su bgroup G of orthogonal t ransformations is 
a sufficient condition for t he origin being a stationary cold spot. Indeed, if n 
is invariant under the action of an essential subgroup G of orthogonal trans
formations, t hen by the unique solvability of the initial-Dirichlet problem 
(1.14)-(1.16) the solution u itself is invariant under the action of C. Namely, 
we have u(x, t ) = u(gx , t) (x E f2, t > 0, 9 E G). This, together with t.he 
assumption that G is essent ial, implies that 'Vu(O, t ) = 0 (t > 0), and then 
it follows from (1.17) that the origin hs a stationary cold spot. 

OUf previous results to Conjecture 1.5 is 

Theorem 1.6 ([MS 4}) When N = 2, the follOwing hold true. 

(1) If n is a tdangle and the origin is a stationanJ cold Spotl then n must 
ue an equilateral trian.gle centered at the origin. 

(2) If n is a convex quadrangle and the origin is a stationary cold spot, 
then n must be a pamllelogmm centered at the origin. 
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(3) If n is a non·convex quadrangle, thcn there is no stationary cr-itical 
l)oint of'U in n. I n particular. thC1'C is no stationary cold spot. 

In (1) of Theorem 1.6, G is t he cyclic group generated by the rotat.ion of t.he 
angle 23"" and in (2) G = {I, -I} where I is the identity mapping. The proof 
is based on t.wo ingredients; one is the ba lance la.w a round stationary critical 
points of the heat. now (see Theorem 3.2 (i i)) and t.he other is making use of 
the asymptotic behav ior as t -+ +0 of solutions of the heat equation due to 
Varadhan iVI. 

Anothe r purpose of this talk is to report the following results. 

Theorem 1. 7 Let N = 2 and suppose that n is a convex polygon whose 
inscribed circle touches eve7-Y szde of a~ . Then the following hold tnte. 

(1) If n is a pentagon and lhe origin is a stationary co ld spot, then n must 
be a regular pentagon centered at the origin. 

(2) If n is a hexagon and the origm is a stationary cold spot, 
invariant under the action of the rotation of one of angles j, 

This theorem is shown by the following general result.. 

then n is ,. 
n , T' 

T heorem 1.8 Let N = 2 and let 0. be a convex m-polygon with m ~ 5. 
Suppose that the 07igin is a stationary cold spot and the sphe,'. DBn(O) 
touches every .,id. of a~ , say ao.n8BR(0) = {p" ... ,Pm}. Let q" ... , qk (1 ~ 
k ~ 71'1.) be the nearest k corners of an to the origin. Then the following hold. 

rn k 

L 7JJ = 0 and L % = O. (1.20) 
]= 1 

The first equation of (1.20) follows direc tly from Theorem 3.2 (il), and the 
second equat.ion of (1.20) is new. 

2 Outlines of proofs 

Pl'oof o f Lemma 1.4 (an o utljne) : In [CDE], for sufficient.ly short t.ime 
interval (0, to ) 6 subsoluLion and a supersolution for problem (1.1 )-(1.3) were 
construct.ed. 'Ne use these l O know t.hat. there e..~ist a number {o > 0 and a 
nonnegative function F = F(~) (~ ~ 0) satisfying F(O) = I and F (O = 0 
for ~ ~ {o such that. for sufficiently sma ll t > 0 an approximat.e formula 

(
d(X) ) n(£, t ) ~ F .,fi (2. 1 ) 
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holds true, roughly speaking. For any Xo ErR and for any t E (0, to) we 
have from the coaren fonnula 

8L F ('l~)) dx = IF (fi) LLol dS, } ds, (2.2) 

where r, is given as in (1.10) and dS&. denotes the area element of rs' We 
calculate 

J (2.3) 

where WN_I denotes the volume of unit ba.1l in aN- I . Hence 

B.l/ (dj/) dx = IF (fi) s N,' {s-~ r.nL/s, } ds 

- t'4"- j F({){~ { (Ii{)-~ J dS, } d{. 

o r .,fi(nDn(:ro) 

Therefore, with the aid of the Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorcm, 
from (2.3) \ .... e see that as t --+ +0 , 

c'4"- J F (dj( ) dx ~ c(11l, N) {1] G -I<j(y(xoll ) r 
81/(.1:0) J 

whcre c(m, N) is a positive constant depending only on m and N. T his, 
together with (2. 1), gives t he formula (1.13). 

Proof of Theorem 1.8 (an outline) : \Ve introduce a subsolution u- = 

,,-(x, I) and a supersolution u+ = u+(x, t ) for problem (1. 14)-( 1.16). Denote 
by VI, ... 'Vm the interior normal wlit vectors to an at. the points 1JI , ... ,P" .. 
respectively. Define the function f = f(~) by 

fW = J;; 1,= e- j ,' ds for all { E R (2.4) 

Hence u- and u+ are given by 

f( (X- 1)).V)) 
max r.' 

I ~~'" V t 
(2.5) 

_ f>( (X-1!)/.V) ). 
)=' Ii 

(2.6) 
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Then it follows from the comparison principle that 

- < < + . " (0 ) U =U=U IflH X ,00. (2.7) 

Let R' = 1'1" (= Iq, l = ... = Iqkll. Then R' > R. By using the fact 
that n is a convex polygon, with a reflection a rgument we can ex tend the 
solution u to a solution u· = 'U ' (x, t ) of the heat equation in a larger domain 
n· x (0, 00) :J n x (0, 00), where BR • (0) C n·. Since the origin is a stat ionary 
cold spot, we see that the origin is a stationary critical point of U· . Therefore, 
by using Theorem 3.2 (ii ), we get 

{ xu' (x, t) dx = 0 for any t > O. 
J Bn' (O) 

(2.8) 

Letting t _ + 0 yields 

2 { x dx = 0, (2.9) 
J 811'(0)\0 

which implies the first equation of (1.20). 
Denote by n the region obtained by reflecting Bn' (0) \ n with respect 

to each side of DO, and put E = (BR" (0) n 0) \ n. Note that nCo and 
E C n. Denote by x ' the reflection of the pOint x with respect to each side 
of ao. Then u' (.c , t) " 2 - u' (x ' , t ) becallse of (1.15). T herefore it follows 
from (2.9) that for allY t > 0 

0= { xu' (x,t)dx= f xu(x,t)dx+ { (x-x ' )u(x,t)dx. (2.lO) 
J Ow (0) J s In. 

Then , with the help of (2.7), we investigate the limit 

1 
lim - { the right-hand side of (2.lO) }, 

' ..... +0 t 

and by using the first equation of (1.20), we see that the second equation of 
(1.20) holds true. 

3 Appendices and Remarks 

1. We quote Aleksandrov 's sphere theorem from [Alek]. 

Theorem 3.1 (Aleksandrov) Let N ~ 3, and let <II = <I> (KI, '" ,liN - I) be 
a CI junction defined for iii ~ ... ~ 1'1./'1 - 1 and satisfying g~: > 0 (i = 
I, ... ,N - 1). Suppose that we have lL closed C2 hype1'su1jace S embedded 
in )R/'I. If on S the junction <.J? of i t.~ p1-incipal curvatures /'\; 1, '" ,KN_ I is 
constant., then S must be a sphere. 
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2. \Ve quote the balance law of the temperature around stationary zeros and 
stationary critical points of the heat ftow from IMS 3j. 

Theorem 3.2 (Bala nce law) Let G be a domain in IIlN (N ~ 2). Fix a 
pomt Xo E G, and set d. = dist(xo, aG). Suppose that v = vex, t) satisfies 
the heat equation in G x (0,00). Then the following hold: 

(i) v(xo, t) = ° (t > 0) if and only if 

J v(x,t) dB. =0 «r',t) E (O,d. ) x (0,00», (3.1) 

l.IDr (;I;ll) 

whe1'e dS;/; denotes the area element of the sphere 8Br (xo). 

(ii) 'i7v(xo , t) = ° (t > 0) if and only 'f 

J (x - xo)v(x, t) dB. = ° «r', t) E (0, d.) x (0,00». (3.2) 

lJBr(;ro) 

(ii) was proved in [MS II, and (i) was stated in [~IS 21. In [MS 3[, another 
proof of (i) and a shorter proof of (ii) were given. 

3. f or the heat equation, the sphere theorem corresponding to Theorem \.3 
is t.he following. 

Theorem 3.3 ([MS 3J) Let (l be a bounded domain in JRN (N ~ 2) satisfying 
the exterior sphere condition and suppose that D is a domain satisfying the 
int.erior cone cond-ition, and such that Den. Assume that the boundary an 
is a statiOTlO1Y isothennic sm/ace oj lhe so lution u of problem (1.14).(1.16), 
that is, 

u(x , t) = aCt) «x, t) E aD x (0,00» (3.3) 

for' some function a : (0, 00) ~ (0,00). Then (l must be a ball. 

The proof in [MS 31 is different from that of Theorem 1.3. The outline is 
as follows. The asymptotic behavior (1. 19). together with assumption {3.3}, 
implies that 

aD = {x E (l : d(x) = R} (= rn) 

for some R> O. Then Theorem 3.2 (i) yields that 

(3.4) 

J u(z, t) dB, = bet) for any x E r R and for any t > ° (3.5) 

80n(z) 

for some function b: (0,00) ~ (0,00) (sec [MS 3[ for details). 
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For the unique solution u of the initial-Dirichlet problem ( 1. 14)- ( 1.1G), 
define the funct ion \V = ~V(.c, s) by 

~ 

W (.c, s) = s J u(x , t ) e-"dt ((x, s) E rl x (0,00». (3.6) 
o 

Then, W satisfies the following. 

t,W- s W =O inrl and W = ! onorl. (3.7) 

By a result of Varadhan IV]. we have 

J _ 
- JS log W(x,s) ~ d(x ) as s ~ 00 uniformly on rl. (3.8) 

In IV], V.racIhan first showed (3.8) and then, by us ing it , he showed (1.19). 
Roughly speaking, (3.8) means that for sufficiently large s > a we may have 
an approximate formula 

This formula, together with Laplace's method , yields 

Theore m 3.4 (IMS 3]) Let rl be a bounded domain in JRN with piecewise 
e' boundary orl. Assume titat, for an. olJen bat/ 8,(xo) C rl, the set orl n 
8Br(xo) consists of ajinite number of points PI,·· 'IPK, and I't.j(Pk) < : (j = 
1, ... ,N -1 ) J OT any k = 1, ... , K. Then, for any continuous/unction 'P on 
JRN, the fat/owing formula holds: 

By seLting l' = R, Xo = :r. E r u. }( = 1, and cp == 1, we usc T heorem 
3.4. l'lcncc, in view of (3.5) and (3.6). we usc Aleksandrov's sphere theorem 
to obtain the conclusion of Theorem 3.3. IU>mark that we can not use the 
function I-V to prove Theorem 1.3. 
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